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Celebrating the Kin-g
The Black Voice News

RivERS!DE/SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
Riverside Celebrates

By Mary Shelton
Winds blew. Roads froze. People
bundled up in layers of cl~thing and
moved close to each other as they
walked in unison down the streets of
Riverside.

San Bernardino Celebrates
By Cheryl Brown

Nearly 100 people were turned
away from the 27th Annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Prayer Breakfast in
Photo by Van Howard
Assemblywoman Amina Carter and
husband Ratlbu Jacocks with chll·
dren around MLK statue.

San Bernardino where newly elected Assemblywoman Wilmer Amina
Carter was the guest speaker. The
event moved to a larger location was

But the inclement weather did not
discourage over 500 people from
participating in the annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. walkathon to honor
the legacy of the civil rights leader
on Jan. 15.
Brenda Davis, the president of the
Riverside Community College
District's Norco campus reminded
walkers that King had never let rain,

wind or cold stop him from march-'
ing for justice and saluted those who
participated.
"We can not take our eyes away
from the miseries," Davis said, in a
speech she gave during a ceremony
which followed the walkathon ,
which is sponsored each year by the
African-American
Historical

held at the Kola Shannah where 500
school aged children and adults
additionally listened intently to
Mayor Pat Morris and 6th Ward
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson.
Johnson pleased that the breakfast
continues to be held in the community where it began said that the
event fosters a sense of community
that too many times is missing in the
6th Ward."

Awards were presented to businessmen, Larry Sharp, CEO of
Arrowhead Credit Union for
Promoting the "American Dream"
and Jack Brown, CEO Stater Bros
Market for his patriotism. They also
honored Clifton Chandler from
Arrowhead Credit Union for his outstanding Community Service, Mark

See CELEBRATION, Page A-4
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Photo by Sam James
Riverside Mayor Ronald 0. Loveridge speaks to attendees during King
Day celebration

Ed Grier Named President of Disneyland
Introduced to
Community by OCPC
ORANGE
By Cheryl Brown

Ed Grier has been named President of
Disneyland in Anaheim. He was inttoduced to the community by the Orange
County President's
Council
(OCPC) , an
organization of
20
ethnic
Chambers of
Commerce and
business groups.
The intimate welcome reception
100k place in the
Pavilion Room at
the
Disneyland
Hotel last week.
Grier, an Atlanta
native received a BA
degree from Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and became a
CPA. It wiis while working for Ernest &
Ernest a stock brokerage firm that is now
'Ernest & Young that he came to the
attention of Disney World 25 years ago.
In 1981 he began his Disney career as
a Senior Auditor in Florida and held various positions while at Disney World. He
became the General Manager of
Operations at Disney, MGM and Epcot
with responsibility for overall operational and financial performance for the
parks. He was part of the intricate team
that plannell the Epcot Center.
ln the early l 990's he became a part of
an expatriate team that was assigned to
Paris, France for a year to increase
awareness of its resort throughout
Europe.
Most recently Grier served as the

Executive Managing Director of Walt
Disney Tokyo. In that position he played
a key role in master planning the resort.
He said that he received word that the
bosses were coming to visit the Tokyo
site and the visit went well. When they
left Grier's immediate boss called him
and asked him if he was sitting down.
"He then asked me if I wanted to go Jo
Disneyland. I was so
happy I wanted to tell
someone. I
called
my
in
and
she _was so
excited that
she hung
up
the
phone on
me to go
tell hei'
re I a tives ," he told
the ~rowd.
' Ed's warm and pleasing personality
permeated throughout the room," said
Bobby McDonald, President of the Black
Chamber of Orange County.
McDonald also presented Grier with a
beautiful Buffalo Soldier embroidered
jacket and hat, made him an honorary
Buffalo Soldier, and invited him to ride
next year in the Rose Bowl Parade with
the Buffalo Soldier's group on January l,
2008.
In his position Grier oversees the operations, overall management, and longterm growth of Disneyland Resorts,
including
Djsneyland, California
Adventure, three hotels, Downtown
Disney, retail, dining and entertainment
district.
'He was engaging, communicative,
and allentive. All great ttaits and skills
needed for a successful president. But I
was most impressed with his ability to
grasp and understands the value of the

diverse community around him," said
McDonald.
The OCPC membership includes:
Asian Business Association of O .C.,
Natjonal Latina Businesswomen's
Aslix:iation of O.C. Black Chamber of
Commerce of O.C., Filipino American
Chamber of Commerce, Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, Korean
Chamber of Commerce, National
Hispanic Business Women Association,
Taiwanese World Congress, and
•Vietnamese American Chamber of
Commerce.
Disneyland Resort employs 20,000
cast members, creates an additional
45,700 indirect and third-party jobs, generates $225 million in annual taxes and
pumps $3 .6 billion annually into the
local economy. In 2005, the resort and its
cast members touched qie lives of thousands of people by contributing more
· that $10 million in ca.~h, io-kind donations and volunteer service to l)undreds
of non-profit organizptions tbrou&li°"t
Orange County.

Eric L. Frazier, V.P. Sr., HLC
Manager of Washington Mutual,
pastor In Fontana and Rlvel,"lllde
bu1ineaaman greltta bl1rieyland'1
new'president Ed Grier.

Disneyland president Ed Grier surrounded by Orange County President's Council

NURTURING THE DREAM

_Local Kids Write Letters to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
week. Are you upset with me?" "A Black
girl at my school is a bigot. She hates
whites." "We could sure use your help. Stuff
is getting preny ugly down here." "My dad
is homeless. At night people walk by him
and kick him. Should he tum the other
cheek?" "At school we bring a dozen brown
eggs and a dozen white eggs. We break into
small groups, look at the eggs, and then
break them. The message is clear. While the
eggs are different on the outside, they are the
same on the inside,just like people. We then
cook the eggs for a snack."
The letters posted on My Space commemorating Dr. King's birthday address him with
an easy familiarity. The young writers speak
of fears and hatreds, hopes and conflict.
They point out how far we have come in the
area, of race relations and yet how far we

To commemorate the life and achievements of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., San Bernardino children's books author/Illustrator Rachel S. Cook
asked kids to write letters to the slain civil rights leader. She says she
was Influenced by this black-and-white photo of King marching with
scl)ool children In 1966.
asked to write letters to Dr. King, asking him
e Black Voice New
questions or telling him about themselves,
SAN BERNARDI~0
their hopes and fears. More than 60 kids
responded, and the result is a collection of
I W •
• By Chris Le~r
whimsical, heart warming, heart wrenching,
funny and insightful letters that pay tribute
What if you could write to Dr. Martin
to the lasting legacy and impact of Dr. King
, Luther King, Jr. today? What would you
on the lives of children of all races and backay?
grounds.
: "Thank you Dr. King. You had a dream for
"What does hate feel like?" "Did your feet
: p-e-a-c-e. You wanted people to be friends
get tired of walking so much?" "ls there
; and live in harmony. You had lots of love to
peace where you are?" "My mommy is
► share.»
white. My daddy is Black. Sometimes we
: Inland children ranging from 6 to 16 were
get strange stares." "I got into a fight last

E-Mail to: pressreleas~@blackvoicenews.com

have to go. The students speak to Dr. King
as if he were a close friend or a member of
the family still with us. They reveal bits
about themselves and their beliefs like this
posting from Riverside 6th grader Allison
Whiteley:
"I feel the immigrants are taking over.
Sometimes it's hard to be nice to them." Or
this question from a Colton student: "Can
you convince the president to make peace

not war?"
The letter writing idea to commemorate
the King holiday is the brainchild of children's book author Rachel S. Cook a 2004
Cal State San Bernardino graduate who
remembers the searing impression left by a
black-and-white photograph of King (pictured) iaken during a 1966 civil rights
march.
"He has his arms around a group of school

By W. Robinson
The members of Prince Hall Lodge
#17 of San Bernardino have elected
Hayward Robinson Jr. as Master of the
Lodge for 2007.
The fraternity, founded upon
Christian principles established in the
Holy Bible, strives to teach a man the
duty he owes to GOD, his neighbor, and
to himself; but interferes neither with
religion nor with politics as it prescribes
the practice of virtues in the conduct of
its business.
•
The foundation is Character. Its purpose is Service. Its measure is Giving.
Its foundation is perpetuated by making
"Good Men Better." Its purpose is service, which is rendered to the people of
California to improve their social, cultur- ,
al , and economic conditions. Its measure
is giving, an act of unselfish sacrifice for
the benefit of others.

The Blqck Voice News
RIALTO

By C.F. Hawthorne

See WATER, Page A-4

See MLK, Page A-4

Prince Hall Free & Accepted Masons Elect ANew Leader

What's In Our
Water?

"I will not offer the citizens of
Rialto contaminated water," said
Mayor Grace Vargas to a room
filled with shoulder to shoulder citizens of Rialto in a Town Hall meeting Tuesday evening. The meeting
W3$ the first of three planned this
quarter to keep the citizens of Rialto
informed of the ongoing problems

children. It's as if he's guarding them with
his life. Here these kids were clutching
books walking against a tide of violence and
hatred. On one hand they looked terrified on
the other their faces resonate an eerie sense
of peace. Dr. King was an powerful angel for
freedom," says Cook.
Cook says she wanted to inspire young
people of all races and backgrounds to begin

Photos by John B. WIiiiams
Officers of the lodge Include: (seated) Rev. Floyd Lofton, Don Nelson, David
C. Moore, Hayward Robinson, Tyrone Horn, A nderson Green, DeVon
Howard, (standing) Ervin Whitfield, Thomas Manuel, John
WIiiiams, Michael Smallwood, James Flemming, Eugene
• ~Fassett, Shareef Abdullah, John Balley, Sam Altman, ..
Harold Russ, William Beamon and Burrell Collins
~
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Letters to Editor

We are "Stuck In The Middle"
with our Government
Last Monday evening my 8 year old granddaughter Kennedy,
was babysitting me while her mom Regina and grandmother
Cheryl went to a press function at Disneyland. Of course I could
not watch the football game
that night but settled on her
favorite
channels
Nickelodeon and Disney.
While watching she would
engage in conversation
about the program and
then an "oldie but goodie"
started playing: ''Stuck In
The Middle."
As we
hummed the lyrics I thought of our current situation with this
war in Iraq, George Bush, and Congress. This song.was written
by Joe Egan and Gerry Rafferty back in1972 and is about a
romantic relationship; of course this ''romantic relationship"
between Bush and Congress needs our guidance.
In one of the verses the writers of the song say, ''I try to make
sense of it all, but I can see it makes no ·sense at all, there are
Clowns to the left of me, and Jokers to the right, here I am stuck
in the middle with you." I said to Kennedy, ''this fits my feeling
regarding our current plight with the nation at war." We have
. Bush on the left and Con~ on the right and we the people are
stuck right in the middle of this public debate trying to make
sense out of something that makes no sense at all. Since that time
Bush has put forth bis plan to stay the course and increase the
troop level in Iraq and wants us to believe, that it will work.
When he decided to go to Iraq it would be over in six weeks or
six months at the most••• wrong. He stood on the Carrier and
declared "Mission Accomplished"... wrong. We went to Iraq
because of Weapons of Mass Destruction •.• wrong. We would be
known as great ''Liberators", people would throw palms down
for
to walk on ... wrong. The war would be paid for with oil
revenues out of lraq ...wrong. We the American people are pay•
ing not only for the war but paying big salaries and profits to bis
OIL business friends so they can live better lives. Remember it
was Vice President Dick Cheney who had a private meeting with
bis oil friends and told the American public it was none of our
business as to the world oil policy, right. Later be said, we went
to war to establish freedom and a voter elected government that
would represent the ''people's choice"...wrong.
What he started was a civil war between the three religious
sects in the country; they are now killing each other as well as
our soldiers. He told us before the election that the Republican
Party was the party to best defend us••• wrong. Now he is saying
it is an American problem with the need to listen to everyone. So
he invited experts in for their ideas and told all of them "thank
you for your time but it is full speed ahead in the same direction
as before, a mistake." We have Democrats now debating over the
issue saying ''Mr. President you are wrong but we will still give
you the money to be wrong, wrong." To the Democrats this is
like a wife tel.ling her husb•f
drinking BNtollill buyiag
him alcohol when she goes to
store, saying she IS doing it
becaus~ she loves him. H ~Elll"e-mk>ps don'r~d them
into a certain death while saying it is part of war. These same
Republicans will argue with you over a woman's right to have an
abortion because of the sanctity of life. These same Republicans
will bring a c~d into the world and deny that same child funds
for adequate health care, education, and housing. These same
Republicans said "give me a Department of Homeland Security
so we can protect you..." wrong. They have left the borders wide
open to let anyone who wants to enter come and go as they
wish... wrong. They said we are the great protectors but could
not get water into New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. They
could not protect or provide relief to these Black citizens while
telling appointed staff, ''Brownie you are doing a heck of a
job"...wrong.
Now he wants us to take bis word that this last plan will work.
Mr. President, you are a baseball man and I'm sure you would
not send in a pinch hitter in the ninth inning to hit for the team
with a batting average like yours. We as citizens are trying to
make sense out of what you and Congress are saying and doing.
One of you is on the left of us and one is on the right, while we
are stuck in the middle watching this carnival of Clowns and

us

t!!I

Jokers talk as we pay the bill and watch our soldiers and Iraqi's
die.

New Leaders for New Year
new Black Representatives were elected in
November. Keith Ellison, the first Black
Representative from Minnesota, made
headlines as the first Muslim elected to
Congress, while Georgia Representative
Henry "Hank" Johnson, Jr. was one of the
first two Buddhists elected. Senator Barack
Obama remains the only Black member of
the Senate but Tennessee Democratic
Senate candidate Harold Ford, Jr. fought a
very hard and close race in his state, and
Maryland Republican Senate candidate
Michael Steele also made a strong showing. Meanwhile, Senator Obama is one of
the very brightest stars of the Democratic
Party and is being closely watched as a
possible candidate for President in 2008 .
Now that the Democratic Party bas
regained control of Congress, many
Democratic Congressional Black Caucus
leaders have become chairs of important
Congressional committees and subcommittees__: making their voices in Congress
even more important. Charlie Rangel is
now chair of the very powerful House
Ways and Means Committee. So now that
Black political leaders are making new
strides in halls of power across the country,
what new policies do we need?
Black children and all America's chi!-

dren need elected leaders committed to
enacting urgently-needed health cov.erage
for all-not just some-children in 2007.
They need leaders who will commit to ending child poverty in America by 2015, half
by 2010, and to make concrete down payments each year in targeted investments.
And they need leaders committed to policies that will help reverse the Cradle to
Prison Pipeline ® crisis and diminish the
risks and disadvantages that right now lead
too many children, especially poor and
minority children, to marginalized lives ·
and premature deaths. I hope all of our
elected leaders are ready to roll up their
sleeves and work together to put America's
house in order for our children. And I hope
every voter-you- is ready to hold them
accountable for results that back up rhetoric.

Minorities losing their homes to
foreclosures .
I would like to get together with
you sometime soon to do a rebuttal
in regards to that particular·subject.
Maybe we can do an article giving
these people information in order

that the individuals don't get to that
point where their home is in jeopardy.
Please give me a call so we can
discuss in detail what we can do as a
team to decrease the possibility of
many minorities losing their homes

unnecessarily.

dous civil war? This administration
abandoned diplomacy from the start,
rejecting discussion with countries
and interests it does not like and
even refusing to listen to friends . It
was going to make an example by
force. Not only did the breaking
open of Iraq result in civil war, it
created a hatred that radicalized people from around the region, many of
whom have no doubt now found
their way into Iraq. And lraq,s old

enemy Iran, has been strengthened
by what we have wrought. Our government says more than 1 million
Iraqis have become refugees in their
own country and more than a million have fled from Iraq. As many as
600,000 people have been killed
since the invasion with thousands
more maimed. No one knows the
number of children made parentless.
And now the infant government of
Iraq is being blamed for not control-

ling things . Is nothing known about
how long fundamental nation building takes,especially when it is at
odds with established culture? It is
infuriating that we have been
trapped and may have to go on for
years with something that never
needed to be.

By Marian Wright Edelman
NNPA Columnist
"For these children, our children, and
for all of America's children, the House
will come to order!" With these words
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, surrounded by her six
grandchildren, made history the first week
of January as sbe accepted her election as
the first female Speaker of the House in
American history. Women across the
country cheered as she was handed the
Speaker's gavel, making her the second
person in line for the presidency after Vice
President Cheney and the most powerful
woman ever in American politics. As
Speaker Pelosi said, "It's an historic
moment for the Congress. It's an historic
moment for the women of America. It is a
moment for which we have waited over
200 years. Never losing faith, we waited
through the many years of struggle to
achieve our rights. But women weren't just
waiting; women were working. Never losing faith, we worked to redeem the promise of America, that all men and women are
created equal. For our daughters and our
granddaughters, today we have broken the
marble ceiling. For our daughters and our
granddaughters now, the sky is the limit."

But Nancy Pelosi's victory was just one
of the elections making political history
this year. It was also a historic election
season for Black candidates, and from new
Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick to
members of Congress from across the
country, Black political leaders are ready to
make a difference in 2007. Patrick, a former civil rights lawyer and Assistant
Attorney General for Civil Rights during
1
the Clinton Administration, became only
the second Black elected governor in the
United States since Reconstruction. The
first, former Vrrginia governor L Douglas
Wilder, was one of the guests present as
Patrick was sworn into office earlier this
month using a Bible that bad been given to
President John Quincy Adams by a group
of Africans he helped free from the slave
ship Amistad.
African-Americans now bold 42 seats
in the House of Representatives, and three

Work Together
Dear Chris:
I had the opportunity to read your
article in ,the "Black Voice" publication regarding the subject of
Infuriatingly Trapped in Iraq

It is planned to send more troops
to Iraq. None of this had to be. But
perhaps we are trapped now. It is
known that Iraq had nothing to do
with 9/11 and did not have weapons
of mass destruction. Being loyal citizens, Americans fell for something
that led to disaster. Now that Iraq
has broken wide open, can we leave
those people to cope with a horren-

Marian Wright Edelman is President
and Founder of the Children's Defense
Fund and its Action Council whose Leave
No Child Behind® mission is to ensure
every child a Healthy Stan, a Head Start, a
Fair Start, a Safe Start, and a Moral Start
in life and successful passage to adulthood
with the help of caring families and communities.

Timothy ¾ynne
EQUITY NATION, INC.

Donovan Russell
Moravia,NY

Tanzania Today: An. African-American Perspective
By Dr. Manning Marable
PART!

one thousand miles of paved roads. Toe country's major
crops - coffee, sisal, tea and codoir'- were produced for
external markets, but agricultural production largely
For two weeks in late 2006, I traveled throughout
occurred on technologically-backward, single family fanm,
Tanzania, East Africa, on a fact-finding tour. Over thirty
without tracton or modem agricultural equipment. Over 80
' years earlier, I had attended lhe Univmity of Nairobi, in
percent of the population worked in the agricultural sector,
Kenya, as an undergraduate college student. During my year
living"in rural areas without electricity, inigation, and
in Easl Africa, I visited and traveled throughout Kenya, as
schools.
well as neighboring Uganda and Tanzania, immening
Nyerere was determined 10 ttansform his nation's povermyself in lhe Swahili language, African cultures, and the
ty. Nyerere envisioned the conslruction of villages, "ujamaa
region's politics.
vijijini," where rnillioos of small farmers and peasants
Throughout the 1970s, !here was a large expatriate comwould be relocated. Each village would have access to modmunity of idealistic, young African Americans who lived
em agricultural equipment, electricity, running water, and
and wcxked throughout Tanzania, and especially in ilS capi- education. Because all ofTanganyika's banks, large plantatal city, Dar Es Salaam. What attracted most of them to the
tions, factories and private companies were owned by the
East African country was a remarkable social experiment
British or Europeans, Nyerere called for their nationalizacalled "Ujamaa," or "African Socialism." The political
tion by lhe government Nationalization, Nyerere believed,
archileet of Ujamaa was Tanzania's humble yet charismatic
was the only means through which Africans could control
president, Julius IC. Nyerere, who was universally called · their own economic affairs.
"Mwalimu," which in lhe Swahili language means
To inaugurate these bold policies, in 1967, the Tanzanian
"teacher."
president delivered the "Arusha Declaration," which comWhen Nyerere became president of what was !hen called
mitted the young nation to a policy of "Ujamaa," or
independenl Tanganyika in December, 1961, he was con- "African •Socialism." In Swahili, "Ujamaa" translates as
fronted wilh overwhelming challenges. Greal BriJain, the
"Familyhood." Unlike Marxisl socialism, Ujamaa was
country's ruling colonial power from 1919 unlil 1961, had
based on the African traditions of sharing,communal values,
devoted virtually no resources to building govemmenl- and self-reliance. Nyerere vigorously opposed class distincsponsored schools, hospitals, or social welfare programs. In
tions between lhe rich and the poor. He preached that all cila nation twice the size of California, !here were fewer lltan
izens had lo make personal sacrifices for the benefil of the
~

entire nation. Nyerere foughl against govemmen1corntJ>tion, and set apenonal example by living-a frogahnd modest life.
Perhaps Nyerere's greatesl contributions to the empowermenl of African were his commilments to education and to
Pan-Africanism. Nyerere, a former schoolteacher, understood lltat African people could never be lruly free so long
as they were illiterale. Therefore, Tanzania declared that a
primary school-level education must be comp1lsory for all
citizens. The nation invesled millions of dollars into building secondary schools and aunivenity. AB aresull, Tanzania
has one of the highest liieracy ralts in the Third World. AB
of 2003, 86 percent of all males, and 71percent offenwes,
were literate in either Swahili or English.
Nyerere was also a committed "Pan-Africanist," who
believed that no African nationcould be completely free so
long as any part of the continent was dominated by1whiteminority rule. Under Nyerere, Dar & Salaam became
Africa's headquaners for the global anti-apartheid movemem, the struggle 10 destroy Ille oppressive, while dictatorshipin SouJh Africa. It was also home Io the anti-Portuguese
colonial struggles in neighboring Mozambique and Angola.
In 1974, Tanzania hosted the "Sixth Pan-African
Conference," where hundreds of African Americans participated in its deliberations.These idealist actions by Nyerere
earned him the implacable opposition from Jhe U.S., the
International Monetary Fund, aIXI the World Bank. Foreign
investment and loans were cul off, and Tanzania's currency

went into afreefall, plummeting in value.
By lhe early 1980s, other sources of oppooition 10
Nyerere emerged. Tuu.ania's small middle elm, and more
prosperous African farmers rejecied both ujamaa and the
collective villages. They wanted privatization, individuallyowned farnis aoo businesoos, where theycouldenrich themselves. Tanzania also lacked lhe thousands cl technicians,
agrooomists and educaton neces.wy lo run the government's collective farms and nationalired businesses.
Coauption also became a serious problem, as 111any mem•
ben of lhe government's ruling party, "Chama Cha
Mapinduzi" (Party of the Revolution) used their pooitions
for personal gain. By 1985, wilh Nyerere's rctiiement from
the presidency, Tanzania shifled away from ujamaa's policies. Slate-owned companies were privatized, and lhe rural
collective villages were disbanded.I was eager to learn what
had happened here since lhe 1980s. I soon discovered both
hopeful and discouraging signs, indicating !hat the slruggle
for aliberaied Africa has not yel been woo.

Dr. Manning Marable is Professor Public Affairs,
Hi~tory, and African-America,n Studies al Columbia
Universiry, New York Ciry. 'Along the Colorlint" appears
inover 400 publications in1emationally, and is available at
hltp.llwwwmanningmarabk11tt.

Iraq Forces Democrats to Shake Up ·'Safe' Agenda
By George E. Curry
NNPA Columnist
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After outlining a safe agenda of its first 100
hours, Democrats in Congress are being
forced to become more aggressive in challenging President Bush on the Iraq war and
may have to address growing complaints that
they are moving too slowly in developing an
urban agenda.
Democrats regained control of Congress
not because of a masterful political strategy,
but largely because of the public's disenchantment with our military presence in Iraq.
Until this week, Democrats had been reluctant to challenge Bush on the war for fear of
being depicted as being unsupportive of U.S.
combat troops. Republican propagandists
have repeatedly described Democrats as
offering a "cut and run" strategy in Iraq and
gun-shy, fragmented Democrats have been
content letting Republicans mis-define them.
Even after voters repudiated George
Bush's "stay the course" policies in the
Persian Gulf, Democrats were still hesitant to
act on the central issue that swept them into
power in the first place - the war. But Bush's
planned Wednesday night speech on the war
in which he is expected to announce a plan to
s~nd more troops into Iraq, changed that. It
forced Democrats to abandon their intention
of focusing only on safe domestic issues,
such as raising the minimum wage, expanding college aid, and funding stem cell
research.
Voters have made it clear at the polls in
November and in subsequent public opinion

George Curry

polls that they want the new Congress to deal
with the war. A recent CBS News poll
showed that 45 percent of the public wants
Democrats to focus on the war; a distant second at 7 percent was an emphasis on the
economy and jobs.
With Bush going on the offensive with a
nationally-televised speech to the nation,
Democrats have shifted into second-gear by
quickly arranging a series of public hearings.
On Wednesday, the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee is expected to have Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice discuss Bush's strategy in Iraq. On Thursday, Rice is expected to
testify before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. And on Friday, Secretary of
Defense Robert Gates and Marine Gen. Peter

Pace, chairman of the Joints Chief of Staff,
are expected to appear before the House
Anned Services Committee.
All of the jockeying by Democrats and
Republicans is done with an eye cast toward
the 2008 presidential election. Democrats
want to show before the next election that
they <:an lead effectively. Republicans want to
portray them as being weak on terrorism,
paving the way for them to return to power in
2008. Both sides .are making their moves
while claiming to be interested bi-partisan
cooperation.
As Derµocrats step up their involvement in
addressing the war and continue to champion
their announced 100-hour agenda, they are
facing criticism from Jesse Jackson and others who charge that Democrats have no urban
agenda.
At his 10th annual Wall Street conference
this week in New York, Jackson assembled
Congressional leaders, mayors and civil
rights leaders in an effort to pressure
Congress to pay more attention to Urban
America.
"We need an economic agenda that corresponds with our political victory in
November," Jackson said. He noted that
while it is important to raise the minimum
wage, that action alone does not address the
needs of the unemployed or other serious
problems facing cities.
Indeed, the new leaders in Congress could
help revitalize urban America by simply ·
restoring the cuts in domestic spending. There
is no question that cities need more help. A
survey released in December by the U.S.

Conference of Mayors, for example, showed
that overall requests for emergency food
assistance increased in 2006 by an average of
7 percent over the previous year; 74 percent
of the surveyed cities registering an increase.
''This survey represents real people with
real needs in cities all across our nation," U.S.
Conference of Mayors President ~ouglas H.
Palmer, mayor of Trenton, NJ., said at the
time. "As mayors of cities in the richest and
most powerful nation in the world. we cannot
simply stand by as our residents -- families
with children -- continue to suffer. We have a
responsibility to work together with our federal partners, as well as the private sector to
turn the tide of those most in need in
America." Palmer also noted that cities are
having difficulty providing shelter for the
homeless.
President Bush has essentially slashed
domestic spending to fund an unn~ ssary
war and unnecessary tax cuts that largely benefit the wealthy.
If Democra15 want to make their mark, they
should start by repealing the tax cuts and quit
funding the war. .They can't credibly say
they're against the war yet continue to provide the financing.
Bush has forced Democrats to finally deal
with the war. Now, Democrats should force
· him to deal with a strong domestic agenda.

George E. Curry is editor-in-chief of the
NNPA
News
Service
and
BlackPressUSA.com. To contact Curry or to
book him for a speaking engagement, go to
his Web site, www.georgecuffy.com.
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STARTS T.HURSDAY! LOOK FOR SAVINGS AND VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE.
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EXTRA SAVINGS ON GREAT CLEARANCE FASHIONS, PLUS SAVE ON ITEMS FOR YOUR HOME.

t.
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.EXTRA 30% OFF
FALL CLEARANCE FASHIONS
AND SHOES FOR HIM

't

,I

, I

EXTRA 30% OFF

,,

FALL CLEARANCE
SPORTSWEAR FOR HER

For a total savings of 45%-75%. Entire stock of clearance:
• Suits
• Sportcoats
• Suit separates
• Sweaters
. • Sleepwear
• Robes
• Shoes
• Pants
• Sportshirts
• Outerwear
Excludes designer collections, Levi's•, 9.99 clearance sport\wear,
and $10 cle_arance dress shirts and $10 ties.

For a total savings of 65%. Permanently reduced
by 50%. Choose from:
• Tops
• Pants
• Skirts
• Sweaters • and more
For misses, petites, Macy Woman and juniors.
Some exclusions apply.

1.
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Clearance clothes for kids,
for a total savings of
45%-75%. Excludes
designers. /

Automatic blankets by Slumber Rest.
With 10 heat settings and 10-hour
auto-off feature. Reg. $90-$340,
sale 53.99-203.99, final cost"
45.89-173.39.

Clearance shoes for her,
for a total savings of 55%.
Permanently reduced by
40%. Rack-displayed
shoes only. Excludes
boots.

Clearance sleepwear,
plus athletic and leisure
clothes for her, for a total
savings of 55%-75%.
Permanently reduced
by 25%-65%. Some
exclusions apply.

1' '
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··* SALE 49.99

Jj

Only at Macy's. Tools of the Trade Basics 12-piece
hard-anodized cookware set. With saucepans, Dutch
oven, saute and frying pans, and utensils. Reg. S100.
I'.

S0o/oOFF

EXTRA 50% OFF

EXTRA 50% OFF

Samsonite Aspire Lite luggage. With EVA foam-backed
1BOO-denier polyester for durability. Reg. S100-$280,
sale 49.99-139.99.

Clearance fine jewelry for a total savings of
60%-65%. Permanently reduced by 20%-30%.
Some exclusions apply.

Clearance fashion jewelry, for a total savings of 75%.
Permanently reduced by 50%. Some exclusions apply.

I,

.,Also shop macys.com • Use the online Store Locator to find the store nearest you

·

Sale prices In effect January 18-21 . Extra savings on fall clearance for her In effect January 18-24. *Final cost reflects price after extra savings, and does not include taxes, shipping charges, or discount received when you use your Macy's Card, coupon or Savings Pass, when
offered. • All fine jewelry items are set in 14k gold, except where noted. Jewelry photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most cultured pearls have been treated. Some treatments may not be permanent and some require special care; see a Sales Associate for information. 50%
vlngs excludes diamond solitaire rings and fine jewelry Super Buys. Fine jewelry Super Buys are excluded from Savings Passes and all other discount offers. • Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary. Prices, promotions and selection may
differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless otherwise described. Clnrance, doseout, permanently reduced, new reductions, special purchases and Orig./Now items will remain at the advertised prices after this event; these Items are available
only while supplies last. Some original prices may not have been in effect during the past 90 days. Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance.
cw,Always/Everyday Value items are excluded from sales and from credit card extra savings, Saving Passes and coupons, except as noted. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted In actual sales. No mail or phone orders. Some items may be part of
isl ~ sale In progress and some Items may be offered in future sale events. Extra savings taken o!f current prices.
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"It Could Have Been Worse!"

Conflict Team Quells Brawl at SB High School
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister
The fight broke out during a pep rally
Tuesday morning when a Latino student
threw a bottle at a Black student.
According to students interviewed outside the school, as many as 40 students
joined in. "Kids were running and throwing objects."
The fight ended with campus and
school district law enforcement firing
pepper-ball guns to subdue the brawlers,
said Linda Hill, director of communications for San Bernardino City Unified
School District.
"It could have been a Jot worse," said
a student who asked not to be identified.
She credited the school's in-house conflict management team with keeping the
brawl from becoming a full scale riot.

'.'They handled it quickly. They were
real professional. They swooped in and
isolated the kids responsible for starting
the fight. That probably kept it from getting out of hand." The student said several smaller fights erupted between
Black and Latino students.
Hill said the fighting occurred along
all racial lines. "There were Latino kids
fighting
Black kids, Latinos fighting Latinos
and girls fighting girls." Hill told
reporters fights are extremely unusual at
San Bernardino High School.
Freshman Tynaja Manning who was
suspended for four days for fighting a
girl said "there is a lot of tension
between Black and Latino students on
campus. "They're taking over this
place."
A student who identified himself as
Devon claimed several S\IJdents had been
arguing before the start of, the pep rally.

.
,.

Latino students make up more than 70
percent of the student body at the school.
Ten students have been disciplined for
brawling. School officials say the number could climb to over 40.
"I'm getting my kid the 'f' outta here."
said James, a parent whose son walked
out following the brawl. Several parents
outside the school expressed concern
over rumors that more fights were
planned. "We hear this could be gang
related," said James.
Hill said there will be increased security at the school. "We don't anticipate
any more problems. Our schools are
safe. San Bernardino High School has a
good safety program in place. We saw it
in action. This could have been worse."
Classes resumed several hours after
officials contained ihe brawl. School
administrators sent a letter home with
students in English and Spanish that
described what happened,

Rialto," City Clerk Barbara McGee
told Black Voice News.
According to www.rialtoca.gov
Continued from Front Page
<http://www.rialtoca.gov/> website
on 10/27/06 the.Advocacy Staff of
of rocket fuel in the water wells.
Mayor Vargas and the entire city the Regional Water Quality Control
council stand firm on zero tolerance Board sent a Draft Amendment
involving several of Rialto's water Cleanup and Abatement Order for
Corporation,
Syro
wells that are polluted with the rock- Goodrich
et fuel chemical known as Spectaculars, Inc, Kwikset Locks,
Perchlorate, a chemical that has Inc., Emhart Industries, Inc., and
threatened hundreds of Southern Black & Decker, Inc., to name a
California water wells. Small few. So the cost of the clean up can
amounts of Perchlorate has been land in the right responsible party's
found to lead to many health issues lap Black & Decker has been
including suppressed thyroid prob- ordered to reserve $714 million for
lems and abnormal brain develop- the Rialto cleanup. The cleanup is
needed in four areas; soil, groundment in fetus and children..
The California Department of water near the source area, wideHealth began sampling the wells in spread occurrence of low concentra1997 after Perchlorate was found in tion Perchlorate, and water replaceSacramento
drinking
water. ment. This covers a 160 acre site in
Perchlorate was later discovered in and around Rialto.
"The citizens of Rialto are not
the Inland Empire and in Rialto
specifically during a statewide sur- being exposed to the corftaminated
vey. Different plumes that are con- water because there is an agreement
sistently growing have been detect- in place to provide safe water with
ed in many cities in the Inland an emergency supply of water in the
Empire. After the discovery CDHS background," said the staff members.
recommended monthly testing.
Mayor Vargas and Rialto City
The citizens heard that water
members
Deborah
wells containing Perchlorate are not Council
in operation and wells where the ' Robertson, Winnie Hanson, Joe
chemical is detected are being Baca, Jr., and Ed Scott are all workturned off. "The city of Rialto has ing diligently with Peter Fox Rialto
already taken action to protect the Water Superintendent, Susan Trager,
public's health," said the officials. Chris Carrigan and William T. Hunt
Since 2002, the Regional Quality to transport clean sage uninterruptWater Bowd•staff has been conducts ~ ed,,uncontarninated and reasonably
ipg an extensiye investigation of proceed water to the citizens ot
Perchlorate discharge in Rialto, Rialto. This is not a simple project
Colton, Fontana and vicinity. The and it can't be done alone," stated
city of Rialto is investigating all Councilmember Deborah Roberts.
available options to treat Rialto's "It will take a village," she said.
water before it is served; they are Tuesday's meeting was to inform
also investigating fho polluted the the citizens of not only the pending
water, and seeking restitutions for crisis looming over their heads, but
the damages. ''The council holds the money it will cost to restore
firm that they will not blend any order back into Rialto's drinking
Perchlorate affected water in water, a cost that is present!y being

passed on to the citizens of Rialto,
but will soon be borne by those who
causeq
the
problem.
Councilwoman Robertson said that
she will be fighting to return the surcharge back to the ratepayers at the·
earliest possible time .
Though
the
problem
of
Perchlorate contaminating our water
supply in over 450 wells, primarily
in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino and Sacramento
counties, Rialto council members
are ahead of the gamy and are doing
everything they can even going to
Washington with Congressman Joe
B a~a and Senator Dianne Feinstein.
Before the close of the Town Hall
meeting a few citizens stood to give
opinions on the dangerous levels of
Perchlorate found in the water and
the surcharge. The council was congratulated for taking the issue serious and for ·their fast and diligent
response to the problem at hand. At
least three residents urged the
Council to do what you can to keep
clean water in Rialto they said they
do not want the water blended. The
council heard the residents loud and
clear.
Mr. Walt Pettit, of the Regional
Qualify Control Board expressed his
willingness to serve an independent
hearing officer in place of the
Executive office in this matter. He
will have the authority and power to
conduct
hearings,
determine
whether,-0r not to issue-a final in11ps- ,
tigation, cleanup and abatement, and
water replacement orders, and to '
issue such orders, relating to the
Perchlorate discharge at the 160 acre
site.
The city wants. to hear from the
residents, and is asking residents to
go to the website or call the City of
Rialto, no later than February 13,
2007.

CELEBRATION

Despite the biting Santa Ana
winds which whipped through what
some participants called a wind tunnel on Ninth Street between the
City Hall building and a parking
garage, many of the walkers staked
out locations in the sunlight and listened to the speeches. Others sat in
uprighted metal chairs that had been
knocked over by the winds before
the walkers arrived.
A homeless man walked up to the
stame of King and placed a red rose
on it before sitting down in the audience. Others watched as the wind
whipped a string of balloons into
several pine trees, causing many of
the balloons to pop while a young
woman sang "God Bless America".
The master of ceremonies told the
audience that the extra sound effects
had been planned and many laughed
in response while bracing themselves with their arms against the
chill.
After the e vent, many people
talked about another type of chill
hitting the city of Riverside,.in the
form of the recent departure of
another Black employee from a
position inside City Hall.

During his speech , Mayor
Loveridge referred to the events surrounding the dedication of the statue
of King in 1999. The special ceremony had taken place in the midst
of weekly demonstrations in the
city's streets protesting the fatal
shooting of Tyisha Miller by four
former Riverside Police Department
officers. King's daughter, Yolanda
had been the guest of honor and had
spoken at the ceremony. Several
weeks earlier, her brother Martin
Luther King , ill had been arrested
during a civil disobedience demonstration that had occurred several
blocks away at the police department, an incident his sister noted in
her speech.
Loveridge told the walkers this
year that Yolanda King had told him
that there was no better monument
to King in the entire country than
the one in Riverside.
"We are really here to talk about
unity and justice for all," Loveridge
said.

on among today's young people. "It is the
young people of all races and religions who
hold the keys to the fulfillment of Dr. King's
dream."
Fontana senior Mel Drimmer wrote:
''This is not a Black holiday; it is a people's
holiday. We honor your dream of justice and
equality. You not only dreamed of a color
blind society, but you also led a movement
that helped to make my dream of attending
college a reality."
Cook said in today's era of war, conflict,
terrorism and global strife, King's words
and deeds resonate. "In his short life, Martin
Luther King was instrumental in helping us
realize we are not alone on the planet. He
helped us rectify those unspeakable flaws
which were tarnishing the name of America
world wide."
Reflecting on the racially charged student
riot that erupted at Fontana High School last
spring, senior Devin Williams wrote: "Dr.
King you showed us the way to mend broken fences and move on to building peace
rather than destroying it."
"He knew that it wasn't enough just to

talk the talk, that he had to walk the walk for

WATER

Continued from Front Page
Society and the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Monument Visionaries, Inc.
Davis reminded walkers that it was
important to remain committed to
King's message.
Carrying banners, and a string of
colorful balloons which created a
rainbow over them, men, women
and children left Bordwell Park in
the Eastside where they had gathered earlier that morning for a pancake breakfast and headed two
miles towards downtown. They took
over a lane of traffic on Martin
Luther King Avenue, which had
been closed off because during the
night a fine sheet of ice had coated
the asphalt. Motorists honked their
support as the walkers turned down
Main St. towards City Hall led by a
marching band from the Kansas
Avenue Seventh Day Adventist
Church.
"There is power in walking," was
the adage of the day, as it had been
in the civil rights movement which
King had led years ago.

MLK
Continued from Front Page
a dialogue about the power of unconditional
love even for one's adversaries as a way to
fight injustice and defuse violent disputes.
"I wanted to show them the power of forgiveness. Like Dr. King, I wanted to provide
an opportunity to teach young people to
fight evil, not people, to get in the habit of
asking themselves, "what is the most loving
way I can resolve this conflict?"
Natlian, an Apple Valley High School student wrote: "On this day we commemorate
your great dream of a vibrant, multiracial
nation united in justice, peace and reconciliation; a nation that has a place at the table
for children of every race and a room at the
inn for every needy child."
"Happy Birthday Dr. King. ls it warm
where you are? It's freezing cold here. It
snowed in San Bernardino. We've got some
extra blankets if you need them," wrote 7year-old Megan of San Bernardino.
Cook says there's a quiet revolution going

Photos continued on Page A-8

his words to be credible. He was a man of
action, who put his life on the line for freedom and justice every day. He braved the
beatings and ultimately paid the highest
price to make democracy a reality for all
Americans," wrote Patrick Stone an ex-gang
member who helps kids stay off the path he
took.
. Cook says she plans to turn the Dear Dr.
King letters into an educational workbook
for school children and teachers. The letters
she said will provide a good adjunct to the
study 9f the civil rights movement or Dr.
King's life with a number of them making
excellent read-alouds.
"Dr. King left us a candle along with a
syllabus and hundreds of his powerful writings so that all people could locate and share
together in the abundance of his democracy." Cook writes, "May we who follow you
now pledge to serve humanity, promote
your teachings and carry forward your legacy into the next century. Dr. King, we know
you're listening."
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Gov. Schwarzenegger Issues Proclamation for Martin Luther King, Jr.Day:.:
The

Black Voice News
' .I

SACRAMENTO
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
issued a proclamation declaring
January 15, 2007, as Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day.
"Each January, we pause to reflect
qn the life of our nation's greatest
civil rights champion, Dr. Martin
Luther King , Jr.
Imprisoned,
attacked and perseculed because of
the color of his skin, he did not
retalia~~, ., ;Vith [ ,h_y°s'i~al force;
Instead, he struc back with his
mi~htiest weapon - his words," said.
!}ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. "Dr.

SB CELEBRATION
Continued from Front Page
Seay of Stater Bros ., Dr. Lynn
.Cooper of San Bernardino City
Schools were also awarded for community service . The Gertrude
Wetzel Visionary Award went to
Wilbur Brown one of the founders
of the .annual breakfast and to
Wesley Jefferson , president of the
Westside Action Group. Jefferson
was unable to attend due to illness.
Carter spoke of never missi.µg a
breakfast in the history of the event
and that she has always been on the
door greeting people with a hug. She
said this day would be no different
as she was the speaker and the
greeter.
In her speech she said, "It has
been 30 years since King left us to
join the ancestors. What would he
say about his legacy and about the
state of our lives today?"
In order to prepare she went to
one of King 's books Why We Can't
Wait and said how waiting is the
biggest enemy to freedom, it almost
always means never. "What does all
this mean to us in 2007? King's

..{;
l .

King's dream continues to roll forth.
It is now our generation's responsibility to honor his life and memory

message to us is: we have the power
within to make the necessary
changes. You don't have to wait.
Our challenges are fierce and thing
get tough we get tired but we would
be complaining to a man from the
segregated south , a man who gave
his life for justice. And it is because
of the challenges that -.ye cannot
wait. We can' t wait when a 4 year
old. dies from stray bullets on his
birthday and a teenager is slain on
the steps of a church. We can't wait,
when 3000 men and women die in a
war that the administration hasn't
justified getting us into and has not
planned for a way to get us out.
When 6 million of our friends,
neighbors and loved ones don' t have
health insurance and live in fear of
getting sick, when some of us are on
the wrong side of the digital divide .
We won ' t wait to stop gangs from
enslaving our children . Community
leaders won't wait for non-profit
groups, and law enforcem ent
together to develop a comprehensive approach for interventions. We
will not wait to start our own businesses and support others businesses
· to give startups and entrepreneurs
the breaks they need to succeed; to

to

by answering I* p<rr,etfy~1palls 1
action and by continuing to fight for
•his legacy of equality for all."

1

provide qualified teachers and tech~ J
nologies in every, classroom forl;
1 1
every child.
'
As a member of the Assembly, I'
will be relentless and will not wait':
to collaborate with my colleagues fo'i
fight for our share of the vast .
resources from our state to provide1,
for community needs. NONE OFl
US WILL WAIT! It is time to set'1
goals and recommit to those -oals·•
for a better community," said Carter':·
"The event was heartwarntlng1't .J
said Rev. Ray Turner, President of 1
the Inland Empire African American'
Concern Clergy Association. "I am
sorry that so many people wetti '
turned away but we were blessed to
have Amina, since she was with the;
committee that started the event. We·,
realize this is a part of the dreamt
he. said.
Turner was also pleased at the
King statue in front of City Hall that
the group Project Action put King 's
words to a rap. "They are not march,
ing the way we did but they are'. ,
telling a message in a different wax ,
that young people today can relat~ ,
to," said Turner.

,,
Photos continued on Page B-3. ; ,
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COMMUNITY
DISCUSSION

of.AMERICA
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...
St1t1lrfn1 tfl• truth when ft metters most

on Rivers ide Police,
the Community Police Review
Commission
a nd City Ha ll
A joint effort of the
Easts ide Think Tank
and the
Riverside Coalition for Police
Accounta bility

Monday, January 29th, 2007 ·'
7:00 to 8:30pm
Riverside County Office of
Education
3939 - 13th Street, Riverside, CA
Guest Panel
Russ Leach, Chief of Police
Riverside Police Department
Sarah Danville, Chief Deputy
District Attorne y
Rive rside County District
Attorney,s Office

Ruby Williams
951-567-1392
rubywilliams@tarbell.com
www.rubvwill.com

Les Davidson. Cha ir
Community Police Review
Commission
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Rites of·Passage Programs Have Replaced the Boy ~couts

What If Your
Child Is Gay?
Dear Dr. Levister: 1 recently
found out that my 15 year old
son is romantically involved
with a male schoolmate. The
young man is a family friend. He
is a good student, involved in
church, sports and community
activities. After discovering
romantic letters from this kid in
my son's backpack, I decided to
confront him. He told me he was
"experimenting." Our relationship has gone sour as a result.
I'm shocked, hurt and afraid.
What does experimenting mean.
Single Confused Mom!
Dear Single Confused Mom:
Many parents share your concerns. In fact, most teens are
mentally, emotionally, spiritually, and sexually grappling with
the questions of identity, path ·
and purpose. Young people tend
to experiment to find answers.
To compassionately and appropriately support your son you
must come to terms with your
own biases first. Trying to "fix"
him is not the answer.
Get rid of labels such as fag or
sissy. Worrying about the 'gossip
track' is a normal part of the
acceptance process. It's what
your son thinks that counts.
9pen the door to communicalton; keep it open. Your son
needs to know that he can talk
with you openly. At 15 he can
trust himself to make baseline
choices but ultimately you are
still responsible for his support
and development. Give him a
ijig hug and tell him you love
l}im. Acknowledge him for his
~illingness to discuss his urges
and choices. In many cases
ybungsters will lie or hide their
e'xperiences from you.
j(

, Homosexuality among young
Btack males is more widespread
than most of us think, particularly •with the explosion of Black
male prison incarceration. This
raises a host of health, communi-ty and family issues. Gay relationships and the role of AIDS
and other sexually transmitted
diseases, drugs, the role of the
Black male in the family, education and employment are critical
issues that need to be discussed
qpenly and frankly. Pride and
}tj.ding behind fears of being
$posed is
wrong-headed.
I}onying homosexuality is a crisjs waiting to happen. If you find
this situation to difficult to handle alone, seek professional
advice from a mental health specialist and or join a parents ' supgroup in your community.

Richard 0 .

JONES

around - but where are they? Are the
Black Scouts obsolete? I think the cost
probably did the Scouts in as far as
African American single moms enrolling
their sons. There were dues to pay, cost of
uniform, cost to go camping, and on field
trips.
However, the new Boy Scouts in the

Black community is called a Rites of
Passage Program. It's usually free. No
uniform required, no badge of honor. I
never saw a Rites of Passage youth helping an old lady across the street or canying her groceries to the car at the supermarket. Rites of Passages youth are not
taught the same things the Boy Scouts
were taught, they're mostly taught about
Black History, African traditions, and the
principles of Kwanzaa. Trl!nsplanted
from Africa, African centered rites of·
passage practice is now starting to take
root in African-American communities
across the country. In the past ten years
the number of groups practicing the ritual has increased, reflecting the diversity
of the African continent itself. Although
• the groups tend to share a common

underlying ideology, the specific elements and structure of the Rites of
Passage program depend largely upon
preferences of those perfonning it.
There are many components that
require consideration in implementing a
Rites of Passage program. The immediate
concern is developing a community of
adults through bonding and training. The
training will accomplish the following: ,
• Provide,a self-exploration and bonding experiences.
• Prepare participants for a mission of
service to youth.
• Develop a community of culturally
competent; conscious and confident
youth service providers.

Aside from the bonding experiences,
the training will focus on the following:
• African philosophy and the
Africentric paradigm.
• Rites of passage and the African spiritual life cycle.
• Psycho social development · of
African-American children and youth.
• Youth and popular culture.
The I.lites of Passage is an excellent
progrllll). Parent would go good to location such a program for their youth. Rites
of Passage youth who successfully complete the program develop into good role
models themselves. However, I still
wanna know - whatever happened to the
Boy Scouts?

A Rational Approach For ·Managing Disadvantages
The common sense blueprints of
African Tradition are the ,,very best
approaches for managing any type of
unfair disadvantages facing Black
Americans as well as for peoples of th~
world. Their original first step for dealing with problems was with the Math of
the Equal Sign principles and its emphasis on symmetrical fairness (which
extends into Ma'at honorableness).
Whether in planning, preparation, or performance it is used for handling the natural or unfair man-made problems.
However, creatively figuring out solutions (especially using geometry) is
needed at each confusing step for devis- ·
ing what is in the best interest of the
(Black) community. Since any workable
approach must be of a self-help nature,
there are two models that have been well
worked out for arriving at a diagnosis
and an appropriate management program-- the tried and true medical model

and the ten steps of the rational thinking
method. The best results come when
they are interwoven for any type decision making and problem solving. The
point is that how well you survive and
thrive depends upon your skill in stepby-step rational thinking.
~
. define the problem. Here, it is
that Eucopeans' use of weapons have
fashioned an unfair advantage and therefore dark-skinned people have been put
at an unfair disadvantage. StepJl is ~ ~ pertinent ihformation directed
toward understanding how the problem
began and pin-pointing these problems
as stepping stones up to the present. ,Step
III is assessment of the gathered information, as in deciding where decisions
and solutions must be devised and in
what order. ,Step_1Y is ~ of what
has been assessed and prioritized into
· order. Analysis includes definition clarity, explanations for causes and effects,
us make a difference. This is where
we Jive, Jet us stand and make things
better for everyone. The word says,
"love thy neighbor as thyself." Are we
not our brothers keeper?

Juanita

BARNES
"DO YOU KNOW THAT A SIMPLE "HEUO " CAN BE A SWEET
ONE"? The word hello means:
H=How are you £ =Everything all
right L=Like to here/mm you L=Love
to see you soon O=Obviously you are
my friend so "HELLO"
HELLO MORENO VALLEY
flll

MORENO VALLEY remember
this weekend January 20, 2007 at
10:00 a.m. starting at Towngate and
Frederick, the Moreno Valley Black
Chamber
of
Commerce
&
Community Foundation will sponsors
the 6th Annual mack History Parade
the 5th Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration and the 21st Black
History Celebration. The Grand
Marshal is Mr. William Barr. For any
information please contact: (951) 6977772 or (951) 924-9429 or (951) 4433611
or •• ' email , , ...them
at
.. "
,
¥
t
mvbccf@yahoo.com. Yours truly will
l:>e a guesf speaRer. "'J(lu:J" "
!

It is time to give back to all the peo-

Avoid'~u~ging 'or'blrune. Be a
confidante. Choose your words
carefully. Use care in asking
q~estions. Talk to your son about
his vision for himself and his
life. You don't have to1agree with
hi~ choices. Don't pull power
p~~ys by becoming a self
appointed expert or savior. Be
prfpared to support your son by
pr0viding him with a cross sect~on of objective data about
hpmosexuality. Identify gay
~ebsites, culturally sensitive literature and support groups. He
may benefit from conversations
wi.th a pastor, mental health speci~list or other gay males. As a
single parent (mother) know that
young males need healthy male
role models. Help him identify a
male with whom 'he' and 'you'
can truth to help him develop
and value his authentic self,
whatever that may be.

port

The Boy Scouts in the 1910s were an
idea, not an organization. There were
Boy Scouts in America even before the
Boy Scouts of America were founded,
and there were many other Boy Scout
groups that functioned totally independent of the Boy Scouts of America. The
Boy Scouts of America, however, were
dominant from the beginning, and by the
end of the decade had essentially eliminated all competitors, The Boy Scouts
were an honorable bunch. Boys worked
towards receiving a Badge of Honor. The
Scouts taught discipline and respect. I
haven't seen an African American male
youth in a Boy Scout's uniform helping
an old lady across the street in nearly
twenty years. I realize that there are probably a few African American Boy Scouts

ple whose shoulders we are standing
on. If it had not been for Dr. King and
many others, the few privileges we
have today we may still be fighting
for. We are still having to fight for
everything that should be very easy to
do.
Dr. Martin Luther King's oldest
daughter said it best, America has not
yet attained peace an~ racial equality.
Then she urged people to be a force
for peace and love, and to use the
King holiday to ask tough questions
about their own beliefs on prejudice.
As we live here in Moreno Valley let

Moreno Valley we have a new
place \o pay your bills. A Postal
Express located at 24461 Sunnyrnead
Blvd. Moreno Valley, Ca. They offer
check cashing, utility payments, CFR
insurance, Western Union, money
orders, UPS, mail boxes, send &
receive faxes & notary services. Ask
to speak with Edwin (951) 242-3707
Fax (951) 243-8184.
BE BLESSED
J.B .

clarifications of distinctions discerned,
and appropriate additional assessments
and prioritizations . It opens possibilities
for solutions. StelLY is manjpulatini:
pertinent and significant analyzed information so as to identify and properly
order principles. These principles are to
be used as a standard against which you
can
compare
your
thinking,
feelings/emotions, speech expressions,
and behavioral patterns. The same comparisons are made against the highest
standards of societal common sense.
Both comparisons help determine what
problems need to be attacked head-on;
what philosophies of life need rethinking; and what must be accepted but handled in the most satisfactory way possible. Problems can be handled by either
the Bridge Method or the Check
Method. ~
is creative maneuver~ for any loss, lack, or obstruction
present inside Step V. Creating is the
process of dealing with information and
laws present on different planes of eKistence by designing new forms, new
arrangement, and/or new combinations.
A useful way to practice this is to examine a box to see all of its sides and angles

and possible ways out. Note the
front/back, top/bottom, inner/outer of
each side as well as the angles associated with each side. For any given problem, determine the advantages and disadvantages of each side and each angle.
From this, design a way out.
Stetl..Yfl is the "Poetic Synthesis" of
all pertinent information in Steps IT
through VI and placed within the frame
of how the problem has been defined
(i.e. Step I). Poetic synthesis is the interweaving of the essence of pertinent
information by means of your intellect
and productive irpagination into a higher
plane, a more harmonious fit, and a
greater magnitude compared with the
sum of the original parts. S.teP,.YIIl is the
use of common sense, ration;! thinking,
and "pure" feelings to make a jud~ent
as to PlanA, B, and C. Plan A is the one
most workable and likely to do the greatest good, for the most people, over the
longest period of time. Plan B is next
and Plan C is after that. ~ is tm.ubleshootini: every step for practicality;
for harmonious fit; for the best decision
and answer; and for meeting time limits.
Perhaps more education or training is

, II
., PAC.S.

needed; or aspirations reshaped; or
switching to alternative sources of satisfaction. Step X is Post-action
Judi:ments. Here, you detennine how
you could have prevented a failure or a
set-back; how you could have made a
less than desirable result into something
good; how you could eliminate something neither bad or good; tiow you
could make a good result excellent; or
how you could make an excellent result
reproducible and then routine. After
decision making and problem solving is
complete, I mull over both and often get
bonus insights for use anywhere.
website: jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Balley, II, M.D.

BLOITER
ATM Theft Ring Arrests
Riverside • Detecllves mnllPue to investigate two Riverside 111811 arrested ,.,.ay for a series of A1J,i thefts lo
and nearby counties.

Rive•

Dantn AGBMA, 38, was recogrized on aurvellance video of an dilmplact~~-hnl • •
Street markit dell In Rlve,:slde's Northslde nelghborflood at about 1 a.m. on 0oti)ber 17, 2008. AQbar$ W#-.O Cll Ill
video aftegecly attaching I dlaln from a pick-up truck to the nl8lal gBl8I of the ,nark8t, ~ NIii - ~ - .
Ing Ille glass front door and,,attemptlng to steal Ille ATM IIIIIChN bim fleeing when an audible

Ilana...._

-~was,lltNSted fartconll'l'Ml'datburgtltt'dal1ng a'W&tr8frt search 6f!WNM11ien811Piblhtmb1411N-...
on Oclober27, 2006. A19rf arll&1ed at I l l e ~ were Ronnie~ I, of Sani8emefdilo:1oP'bllllfriella
posailaab1 dt a gun anlf drugs: James Ylimaz, 21, of FClntana, for b8ing ~ h t ~dmug&whlleln
d a llreann; Marlo I.Orado, 36, of Moreno vatrey, for a ~ warrant, and April Mojarro, 26, fl IMrltlde, ti' •~war.;

rant

Continued liM81lgaticin revealed similar continuing ATM thefts in Moreno Veley, Sen 8em•dllitt, Clnll1d "(erface';-Rlllllo
Ontario and other ~ locatlons.
WQ

River9lde Cl888 OCQmld QO NoYamber 14, 20()6, ~ ~ aNMiiliiall'tiil'i!!_,i~~~"'' '
in the 6600-block of ~nor1& Avenue at 3 a.m., but eucc,eded ifl'811.ain!r at
Miln&lf!llti,dl!IIJ
of van Buren Blvd. at 3:30 a.m. Again, surveillance video helped idanllfy 1

Edde GARZA,-40, of Rlwrside, is an associate of ~ra who owns and dlha

•~that,..

17 bl.rglary. He was also found to have stolen a truck used in a Los Angeles ATM theft. Gtiza was anest8d
7, 2006 and has since pied guilty to grand theft and auto theft.

PC 181MunW
SAN BERNARDINO· On Sunday, 11-12-06, at approximately 0840 hcus, S8P.O - - - • · - •
Ing that he was on the top of Little Mountain and found a dead bOdy. When alllcefl antt'lctthayfowld;e._. daee..«:I
Thevictim's physical desalptlon, ciothing, and a birthmark on herbackwere~Wllh~aonllned:ii
a missing person's report that listed Josephine Alonzo Garibay, 35 year Old
by
mother on Saturday, 11-11-06. She had been missing since Thunlday, 11-9-06, at appro:dnlatefy 2000 '-· .,.,.,.,
death has been ruled a homicide.

Plf90II,..

Kris

Kris Benz' column
will return next week

BENZ
I

,,l~
,~ ,

Senior Living At Its Best

:f(, Olive

\\;.

as

missing.••--...._

Ntlt several weeks of extensive Investigation, Investigators from the Hcil'llicida Unit kdthil c:aae
County District Attorney's Office for review.

uttjjlsan ~

On January 12, 2007, the DA's Office file criminal charges listing 23 year old, Gabriel Silva of San Bernardino with the
Murder and Carjacking of 35 year old, Jospehlne Garibay.

Silva• curren1ly in jail on an unrelated case. His ball in this caee was ~ et $5,000;000.00 dDlarl.

Grove
~I
Retirem ent

PC 187 Murder
SAN BERNARDINO• On January 7, 2007 at 1635 hours officers from Ille Cly of
Beffl8fdlnO Polee W9l8 santID 1lie
3100 block of East Atlantic Ave to investigate a report of a fight. Upon arrival Jhey found 34 year old James ~
Ill from the City of Highland hurt inside the home. Cunningham was taken to a local a,u ~ I ~ at abotA 1830 he
was pronounced dead.

,'tJI•

Frank Martinez is a Parolee who has absconded from ~\9 parole tenns and has an ~ wanMt for hll 8'188t from the
State of California Department of Corrections. Frank Martinez i8 5' s· 1811 with very short black hair. Ht It 150 Iba and
has several tattoos on his body. Some of them indude: "Verdugo" on his~ and a naked woman Off his rWlt
Martinez should be considered armed and dangerous.

'i!!t"~
;,

~

:

;;

f~!

Resort

A Full Service Retirement Community.
Meals, Housekeeping, Transponation, Entenainment
and more in One Low Fee!

~

..?.'.i~ :::~~

I~

QUALilY RETIREMENT LMNG

,;;;~..~

www.olivegrove.com

Jr~~ 7858 California Ave., Riverside

r
~ Cs) (95!?..

san

On January 11, 2007, a no-bail warrant was issued by the Superior Court ot San Bernardino COlllty for the 8ITISt
James Anthony Cunningham Ill charging him with Murder.
If seen, the pubUc should not approach Cunningham. Please call your local area police department. Anyone with inb
mation is asked to contact the City of San Bemardino Police Department at (909) 384-6742 or (909) 384-5656 f yoll
would like to remain confidential.

~!!.!;:!~41
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1969, War was the fust and most
successful musical crossover, fusing
elements of rock, funk, jazz, Latin
music, R&B , and even reggae.
TICKETS: $39 - $89. Tel: 800-8272946 Customer Service (info@fantasysprings.net)

Riverside Clergy Association ~o Host
MLK Celebration
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

A Community Birthday Celebrtion
will be held for Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., on Sunday, January 21, 2007 at 4:00
p.m. at Park Avenue Baptist Church
which is located at 1910 Martin Luther
King Blvd., Riverside. This special
event is sponsored by the Riverside
Clergy Association (RCA), which consists of area pastors and churches.
"We have a dynamic and inspirational
program planned for this great celeration," stated RCA President, Rev. ~au! S.
Munford.
The theme is "Building on the
Dream," which will highlight memorable excerpts from some of Dr. King's
historic speeches presented by young
people of supporting churches. There
will be great singing and inspirational
music provided by the MLK Community
Choir. and MLK Children & Youth

Moreno Valley Black Chamber of
Commerce Mixer 1/18/2007 12:00
noon. Restaurant Rib Cage on
Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley,
CA. For additional information:
951/697-7772 or Email: morenovalleyblackchamber04@yahoo .com
Web: www.mvbcc .org

Chalise
Productions
presents
Chicago Steppin at it's finest
1/18/2007 6:00 pm Location: 168
W. Willow St, Pomona CA 91768
(Garey Park Plaza at Willow &
Garey - in the Sav-on / Smart &
Final parking lot). $10.00 per person
$15.00 per couple PER SESSION.
Contact: Charlene Fowler for additional information
909 .477 .7735
Chris Abarii The Virgin of "Flames
1/18/2007, 6:00 pm. Please join us
for UCR professor Chris Abani's
first reading of his new book, "The
Virgin of Flames," at this special
pre-publication event. Copjes of the
book will be ffered for sale. Light

5th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr.
& 6th Annual Parade & 21st Annual
Black
History
Celebration
l/20/2007 10:00 am. Parade 10:00
AM at Towngate & Frederick,
Grand Marshal ~ Willliam Barr.

Festival & Entertainment 11 :00 AM,
Moreno Valley Community ParK,
13380 Frederick Street, Moreno
Valley, California. Information at
951/697-7772 or 951/924-9429 or
mvbccf@yahoo.com

Upscale Fridays at Twins Jazz Club
1/19/2007 9:00 pm For the Grown
and Sexy. Location: Twins, 10134
Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA. Tel: Henry Andrade - 95 l/6621382, Tim - 951/538-8122, Cha Cha
- 951/453-4228

Is Your Business
In Need of More Customers?

SAN BERNARDINO
BLACK CULTURE
FOUNDATION EVENTS
SATURDAY JANUARY 27, 2007

MISS BLACK SAN BERNARDI•
NO SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT

Marti n Luther King, Jr.
Rev. Paul S. Munford

Community Choir.
One of the major highlights of the celebration is the promotion of education
with a special presentation from Ali
Sahabi to the Martin Luther King
Scholarship Fund.
·
Rev. Munford states: "Mark your calendars and make plans to celebrate with

STURGES CENTER FOR FINE
ARTS
780 N. E STREET
SAN
BERNARDINO CALIFORNIA
7:00 PM
TICKETS $12 IN
ADVANCE $15 AT THE DOOR

the community the great legacy of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and together
'Build on the Dream' for the good of
mankind."
For more information contact the
Riverside Clergy Association at (951)

38th
BLACK
PARADE

Reservations:1-888-PECHANGA l888-(732-4264). Phone: (951) 6931819

H I STORY

Why Radio?
Radio delivers Reach • Radio is Everywhere • Radio Excites the
Imaginatino • Radio Builds Image • Radio is Immediate • Radio is
Economical

BLACK HISTORY EXPOSITION

•

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007
COURT STREET SQUARE COURT
& E STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
11 :00 AM

28th Annual Installation of Officers
and Awards Luncheon 1/19/2007
11 :30 am Join us as we celebrate the
installation of our newest Board
Members and present the Josie
Lozano Memorial Award, Marian E.
Luna Co=unity Service Award,
Business of the Year and Corporate
Partner of the Year. Location:
Historic Mission Inn, Riverside. Tel:
Lorraine Hernandez Saint at (95 I)

Carlos Mencia 1/19/2007 12:00
noon Latino comedian Carlos
Mencia grew up in East Los
Angeles. An amateur performance at
the Laugh Factory led him to give up
his job to become a standup comic.
After performing around the Los
Angeles area, he was named
International
Comedy
Grand
Champion on the Star Search-like
program 1Buscando Estrellas1 in
1989 and began to tum up on network and cable television, earning a
CableACE award nomination for his
second appearance on HBO's
Comedy Half-Hour special in 1995.
In 1999, he recorded his debut
album, Take a Joke America,
released in May 2000 on Warner
Bros. Records. Prices: Orch $75
Goltlen $60
Mezz
$50.

Buy all the rech and frequency you need to reach thousands of Inland
Empire consumers daily in this rapidly expanding market.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007
BEGINNING AT 8th & E STREET ·ENDING AT COURT & D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
10:00 AM

779-0088.

refreshments will be served. Parking
permit for Lot 1 may be purchased at
the kiosk. Location: The Bam/UCR
Campus , West Campus Drive
Building 358, Riverside, CA 92521.
Cost: Free

All Aboard the Inland Talk Express ...
KCAA 1050 AM Powerhouse Talk Radio
Local News & Entertainment for the Inland Empire is
the answer!!!

Here are the details
KCAA is part of the Riverside/San Bernardino Califonia market but
KCAA's Signal covers about 4 million people in the Riverside/San
Bernardino, Orange County, Palm Springs and Los Angeles Markets.

BLACK HISTORY BALL
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007
HILTON HOTEL
285 E. HOSPITALITY LANE
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
TICKETS $45 PER PERSON. $ 450
FOR TABLE OF TEN
7:00 PM

588-8600.

KCAA has all the advertising you need to sell your products and services at a price you can

GOSPELFEST

George Lopez & WAR 1/19/2007
8:00 pm. George Lopez is one of the
premier comedic talents in the entertainment industry today. He is the
co-creator1 writer, producer and star
of the ABC network and Warner
Bros. Television produced sitcom,
"George Lopez." War is a multiracial, multicultural American funk
band of the 1970s from the Los
Angeles, California, known for the
hit song ""Low Rider"". Formed in

KCAA's largest average quarter hour audience (AQH) is during
''Imus In The Morning"
6 a.m. - 9 a.m. weekdays

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 11, 2007
NEW JERSALEM CHURCH OF
GOD & CHRIST
1424 W. 21st STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
4:00 - 6:00 PM

afford. DON'T BE LEFf BEHIND and begin to grow your business through tltis exciting and
expanding media "TALK RADIO."

Contact Your Local KCAA Sales Executive

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT (909) 534-1 761 '

Trevor Garner 951 -515-0334

I,. .

In a real sense, all life is interrelated. All men are caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of ;
destiny. Whatever a.(fects one directly affects all indirectly. I
can never be what I ought' to be until you are what you ought n
to be, and you can never be what you ought to ~e until I am
what I ought to be. This is the interrelated structure of reality.
'.!

- King, Martin Luther, Jr.
Atlanta, GA- February 1963
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CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
I'M

remember·the Cross...f ocus on the Word

. Lacy Sykes, Jr. - Senior Pastor/Teacher

· Worship Services: Sundays at 8:00 a.m. and *10:45 a.m.
Child care provided at each service ~ *Signing service for the hearing impaired

14950 Riverside Drive, Riverside, CA 925 18
(Riverside & Meyer Drive east ofMarch ARB)

For more information, visit our website at:

·www.crosswordchurch.org
,

·Tele: 951-697-8803

The purpose of CROSSW ORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH is to be
a biblically-based church that has purpose, passion and
power, while standing on the promises of God. Our focus is
one of loving God with our whole heart, bringing people
into the body of Christ, building and restoring them
through spiritual and economic development to
become
mature Christians, and then sending them out into the
world to evangelize and teach God's Word worldwide.
Empowered by Vision- Expanding by Faith

Building Better Communities

...
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f~Is Grandpa Cold?" Tips to Minimize Heating Costs While Keeping Warm This Winter
Energy Commission, about thirty percent of residential energy
By Mark Schurmann
costs come from heating and
cooling a home. Energy effiLast winter I took my ninety- · ciency takes on an added
year old grandfather out of a importance when families must
.nursing home and brought him to provide for the special needs of
live with the family in San loved ones while minimizing the
Francisco.
cost.
"I never, ever thought I'd live
This winter, my family is
,to be ninety," or "It's a terrible equipped with new energy savthing to get this old," he says ing tips to help us keep the beat
apologetically as I help him up and costs down:
move about the house. But over
the last year he's become a val1. Set the thermostat as low as
ued part of our home, helping comfortably possible., The less
when he can and bringing a difference between the indoor
warm, vibrant personality into and outdoor temperatures, the
th'e house.
lower your overall heating bill
What has been difficult, how- will be. Small energy efficient
ever, is our heating bill. Due to space heaters can increase the
slow blood circulation, my heat more cheaply than heating
grandfather gets cold easily, and the entire house.
to maintain his comfort and
health we've had to keep the heat
2. Reduce hot water use by
,cranked up. Last winter, as ener- install ing low-flow showerheads
'gy costs soared nation wide, my and faucet aerators. A new, water
,family's PG&E bill was eight efficient showerheaq can reduce
hundred dollars for the month of your water consumption by oneFebruary alone, more than dou- third to one-half. A top-quality
ble the usual cost.
showerhead costs between $10
According to the California and $20 and will quickly pay for
The Black Voice News

itself in energy
save d .

Spending
ten minutes or less
in the shower can reduce
your bot water
usage by up to
thirty three percent .
3. Seal your home's "envelope" (walls, floor, ceiling and
roof) and save up to 10% on your
annual energy bill. Test for drafts

by holding a long, lit match next
to windows, doors , electrical
boxes, plumbing fixtures , electrical outlets, ceiling fixtures,
attic hatches and other locations
where there's a possible air path
to the outside. If the smoke
stream travels horizontally,
you' ve located an air leak that
may need caulking, sealing or
weather stripping.
4. Clean furnace filters
monthly. Dirty filters restrict
airflow and increase energy use. Keep the furnace
clean, lubricated and
properly adjusted to
save up to 5% of heating costs .

may be colder. Make sure all
heating vents , ducts and baseboards are unblocked .
7. Use ~our thermostat wisely.
Invest in a programmable thermostat and set it to turn down
when people are out of the house
or at night. It takes less energy to
warm a cool home than to maintain warm temperatures all day
long. Proper use of a thermostat
can drastically cut your heating
costs.
8. Use energy efficient light
bulbs. Lighting your home can
represent 20 percent of home
electricity bills. Using efficient
bulbs and turning off lights when
not in use are some of the easiest
ways to save on energy.

underwear and a hat all help
retain body heat (the body loses
20 percent of its heat through the
top of the head). Use a hot water
bottle when you go to bed . Eat
well and drink warm, sweet beverages and hot broth. Avoid
drinking alcohol or caffeinated
drinks as they lower body temperature.
11 . Consider investing in an
energy-efficient heating system
and windows. T hough a new
energy-efficient furnace is
expensive, it quickly recoups its
cost. Energy Star qualified furnaces are 15% more efficient
than old 'furnaces. You can also
install insulated windows to
reduce heating and cooling costs
by up to fifteen percent.

5 . C lose drapes,
blinds and shades to help
retain heat at night. Open the
9. The same goes for using
Flex Your Power is California's
drapes during the day and take your appliances. Do only full statewide energy efficiency maradvantage 'of sunlight. 1Jp to 16 loads of laundry and use cold . keting and outreach campaign .
percent of your heat can escape · water. Turn off appliances when For more money-saving tips and
rebates ,
VlSlt
W WW .
through unprotected windows .
not in use .
FlexYourPower.org.
6 . Zone your furniture. Make
10. Layer up with lightweight
sure furniture is positioned away clothes. It's the simplest way to
from windows or doors where it conserve heat. Silk or thermal

Mohegan Sun Hosts Coaches Convention

I
!
I

Photo by Rita Long
Kevn Smith - Director of the St. Petersburg/Clearwater Sports Commission

The Black Voice News
CONNECTICUT

By Earl Heath
It was the gatI:iering place for
more than 2100 baseball and
'softball coaches. The Mohegan

1

Convention and the Black Voice
News takes you there.
The Mohegan Sun is the
World 's second largest casino
and is also a sports haven as it is
the ·home of the WNBA' s
Connecticut Sun . It's hosted
World Championship fights

:
Photo by Rita Long
, (R-L) Bobby Valentine, Chairman g'tine'mong - Dr. Ralph Sturges and Don
: Mattingly share a moment at World Baseball Coaches Convention at the
: Mohegan Sun

'Sun Casino tucked away in beau:tiful picturesque Southeastern
:connecticut, was the setting for
I
,the
World Baseball Coaches'
I

including; Evander Holyfield
and John Ruiz. This time it was
all about baseball and softball.
Coaches and vendors came from

around America and Canada.
New York Yankee batting
instructor Don Mattingly was
one of the hot speakers many
came to hear. Mattingly, who
played 14 years for the Yankees,
was the American League MVP
in 1985. "I love sharing what I
know," said Mattingly. "It helps
the game and if I can help
youngsters and their coaches do
better, that's what's important."
Former Texas Ranger and New
York Met manager Bobby
Valentine was on band to share
some of he knowledge he has
absorbed as a player and manager for 27 years . Valentine, with a
2005 Japan Series championship, discussed with the Black
Voice News the difference
between professional baseball in
Japan and America. "There is no
difference, it's the exact same
game," said Valentine. "There
are 12 teams there and 30 teams
here, so that's different. There's
more money thrown around here
(America). Baseball is baseball
wherever you play it."
There were not just professional ballplayers or managers at the
Mohegan Sun. Kevin Smith ,
D irector
of
the
St.
Petersburg/C learwater Sports
Commission , was on hand.
Smith was impressed with the
Hot Seat portion of the convention . This entailed past and present major leaguers such as B .J.
Ryan , Valentine and Mattingly to
answer questions from host
Mark Leinweaver and the audience members themselves .
"We 're here to bring sports and
tourism back to the St.
Petersburg/Clearwater area,"
said Smith.
The commission hosts about
46 tournaments a year that last
from three days to a week. The
World
Baseball
Coaches
Convention is one way to recruit
coaches and teams for some of
its tournaments. Some areas
have four separate one week
tournaments in the Sunshine
State. "Some of our larger tournaments will have 25 different
states represented at one time
from California, Texas and many
from the eastern seaboard."
Beau Blair represented Team
Express from San Antonio ,
Texas. He was there to promote
his baseball and softball equipment that is delivered nationwide .. "We have a ton of customers that go by us all the time
and we make the effort to be here
for them," said Blair.
John Valle was in town from
Rochester, New York. The former Detroit 'Tiger made the trip

Photo by Rita Long
Former Detroit Tiger John Valle with signature glove

to push his lines of baseball and
softball gloves and bats. The
company, Valle Baseball, has
distribution throughout the east
coast.
Retired UCLA Head softball
coach Sue Enquist was one of
the most sought after speakers at
the convention. Enquist led the
Bruins
to
11
National
Championships. Players and
coaches hung on every word as
she gave illustrated batting

and Jeff Rotteck made the trip
from Amity High School in
Western Connecticut. They have
attended the event for several
years and information gathered
from previous coaches conventions at the Mohegan Sun has
helped their coaching ability
immensely. "We implement a lot
of the stuff we learn here," said
Coppola. "We do have to adapt it
because a lot of the coaches are
dealing with pro and college

"The game {softball} allows no color
line, no ethnic background restrictions. It accepts everyone whether
you're fast or slow, rich or poor/'
instructions to the audience.
"The game {softball} allows
no color line, no ethnic background restrictions. It accepts
everyone ~hether you' re fast or
slow, rich or poor," said Enquist.
"If you decide to work hard and
be committed to this game, it
rewards you with opportuni ties
to go to college."
"I've learned how to be more
efficient in my practices," said
Emily Crompton, head softball
coach of Northwood Academy
of New Hampshire. "I' ve
learned tons of new things and
more hitting tips from coach
Enquist. It is interesting to see
how people have gotten their
program to grow and grow as her
team."
Baseball coaches Sal Coppola

The Black Voice News • Building Better Communities

players. W'? take what they give
us and adjust it to high school
kids. We'll incorporate into our
drills and our smaller facilities .
We make it work for us."
Amity High reached the
Connecticut State Finals three of
the last four seasons. This year
they are the Class S Champions .

Coppola
was
extremely
impre~sed with speaker Rod
Delmonico
University
of
Tennessee head coach . "He's
tremendous and talks about philosophy and how to approach the
game. We use a lot of what he
has to say."
Delmonico is a fiery young
coach from the University of
Tennessee who was the crowd
favorite at the convention . .He's
led the Vols to nine 40 -win seasons on the way to becoming the
Vols winningest coach in history
with 650 wins. He's straight for, ward and believes in diversity, as
his team has players from many
races and all walks of life including Brazil and Puerto Rico.
While assistant coaching at
Florida State he went to three
College World Series in six years
and coach Deon Sanders. "For
me, I like to give a little bit and
learn. Also, I like to give back to
the game," said Delmonico . "I
believe when you stop learning
you're done and you should
retire."

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
The City of Riverside Public Utilities and
Sout hern California Edison invite you to attend a
public o pen house to learn more about the
Riverside Transmission Reliability Project.

Thursday, January 25, 2007
Riverside Municipal Airport Lobby
6951 Flight Road, Riverside, California
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
The project would involve con struction of new 230 and 69 kilovolt (kV)
t ransmission lines, upgrad es to existing 69 kV transmission lines, a new
230 kV substation, and a new 69 kV substation.

RJVERSIDE

ass;
dddt

· P UI LIC UTILITII S

Visit www.riversidepublicut ilities.com
for more information.

50UJHEI N CAllr-OINIA

EDISON

Barnett Grier's son-in-law Calvin McShan served as family spokesperson during the MLK event
to present the family scholarship.

$4,000 Dealer Discount
$4,000 Factory Rebate

$8,000

OFFMSRP!

A valley college student was the
recipient of the Eleanor Jean
Grier Scholarship.

(1-r) Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, Jenether Hagen, Mary Shelton and MIidred
Tyler.

00 Factory Rebate

College Grad Rebate

4,500

FFMSRP!

<.rand \f,nh~l

\\1lliarn lfa1r

'98 VW BEETLE· BLACK, CHEAP, CHEAP'GAS SAVING CAR! #025949 ......................................$4,995
'98 FORD WINDSTAR - LOW, LOW MILES, ~.1K. GREAT FAMILY VAN, INEXPENSIVE! #D66116...$5,995
'02 DODGE INTREPID - AUTO, POWER PACKAGE, LOW MILES, NICE CAR! #101474 ..............$9,595
'05 CHEVY AVEO - CHEAP CAR, POWER STEERING, NC , AUTO, GAS SAVER! #328931 .........$9,995
'00 NISSAN PATHFINDER - WHITE, LOW MILES, SUV, FULL POWER, AUTO, NICE! #430135 ...$10,995
'01 NISSAN XTERRA SE - WHITE, AUTO, WILL BE GONE THIS WEEKEND! #502014 .............$10,995
'03 FORD RANGER XTRA CAB - BLACK, LIFTED, GREAT TRUCK, AUTO, #A38271 ............... .$10,995
'04 NISSAN SENTRA • AUTO. PWR PKG, LOW MILES! HURRY, WON'T LAST! #858710 .......... $11,995
'02 NISSAN ALTIMA - PEARL WHITE, AUTO, PWR PKG, CRAZY CHEAP! #191091 ..................$11,995
'06 CHRYSLER PT CRUISER - BLACK TOURING, PWR, SUPER CLEAN, MUST SEE! #271641 ... $12,995
'03 NISSAN FRONTIER - AUTO,· XTRA CAB, NEED A LITTLE TRUCK? THIS IS IT! #416535 .....$12,995
'07 NISSAN VERSA - THIS CAR IS PERFECT! LOW MILES, LIKE NEWI #354322 ............. ........ $12,995
'06 FORD FOCUS - LOW MILES, MUST SELL #146897 ...............................................................$13,995
'05 NISSAN ALTIMA · SILVER, AUTO, PWR PKG, GREAT CAR AT A GREAT PRICE! #157491 ... $13,995
'04 NISSAN ALTIMA · CHARCOAL, FULL PWR PKG, AUTO, GOOD LOOKING CAR! #195219....$13,995

w
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I HAVE A D,REAM

1
C

,

I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live o~
the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to be self
' ed equal .II .
evident: that all men are creat
I
•!

·1

I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the so
of former slaves and the sons of formei: slaveowners will
able to sit down together at a table of brotherhood.

'I

't

I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi,
desert state, sweltering with the heat of injustice and oppres
sion ' will be transformed into an oasis
of freedom
and justice.
.
.
,1

I have a dream that my four children will one day live in 11
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin
but by the content of their character.
I h,ave a dream today.
I have a dream that one day the state of Alabama, whose gov
ernor's lips are presently dripping with the words of interpos · _
tion and nullification, will be transformed into a situati
where little black boys and black girls will be able to jo·
hands with little white boys and white girls and walk togeth
as sisters and brothers.
I have a dream today.
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, ev
hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will
made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight, .
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall se
it together.
.~

T'

Delivered on the steps at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington
D.C. on August 28, 1963

1

Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic
shadow we stand signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This
momentous decree came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in the flames of
1 withering injusti~e. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the
i long night of captivity.
1
1

This is our hope. This is the faith with which I return to the
South. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will be able
to transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautirise to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul
ful symphony of brotherhood. With this faith we will be able
force. The marvelous new militancy which has engulfed the
to work together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to
Negro community must not lead us to distrust of all white peojail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that w
ple, for many of our white brothers, as evidenced by their preswill be free one day.
ence here today, have come to realize that their destiny is tied
up with our destiny and their freedom is inextricably bound to
This will be the day when all of God's children will be able tol
our freedom. We cannot walk alone.
sing with a new meaning, "My country, 'tis of thee, sweet land
of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land o~
And as we walk, we must make the pledge that we ~hall march
the pilgrim's pride, from every mountainside, let freed~1fj
ahead. We cannot tum back. There are those who ¥e asking
.
the devotees of civil rights; "When will you be satisfie~? 11 We ring."

But one hundred years later, we must face the tragic fact that
the Negro ts still not free. One hundred years later, the life of I can never be satisfied as ~ong as_ o~
, ill:
with_ tlt
the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation I fatigue of travel, cannot gam lod!Q.ng m the motels of the high·and the chains of disc~ation. One hu~dred ye_ars later, the · ways and th~ hote~s ofth~ ~iti~s. We cannot be satisfied as long
1 Negro lives on a lonely.island of poverty m the midst of a vast
as the Negro s basic mob1hty 1s _fr~m a smaller ghetto to a lar~l ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the er one. We can never be satisfied _as long· as a ~egro m
I Negro is still l~guishing in the comers of American society Mississippi cannot vote and a Negro tn New York b_elieves he
:1 and finds himself an exile in his own land. So we have come has nothing for which to vote.No, no, we are not Sl,lt1sfied, and
here today to dramatize an appalling condition.
we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and
1
I
righteousness like a mighty stream.
I In a sense we have come to our natio~'s capital to cash a ~~eek.
When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of
! words of the Constitution and the declaration of Independence, great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from
l they were signing a promissory note to which every American narrow cells. Some of you have come from areas where your
was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men would be quest for freedom left you battered by the storms of persecu:guaranteed the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit tion and staggered by the winds of police brutality. You have
been the veterans of creative suffering. Continue to work with
::of happiness.
I
the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
. :It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promis' ' sory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to
·of honoring this sacred obligation, America has given the Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to the slums and ghet: . Negro people a bad check which has come back marked tos of our northern cities, knowing that somehow this situation
, : "insufficient funds." But we refuse to believe that the bank of can and will be changed. Let ·us not wallow in the valley of
'justice is bankrupt. We refuse to believe that there are insuffi- .despair.
:,cient funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this nation. So
:we have come to cash this check -- a check that will give us I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of the difficulties
upon demand the riches of freedom and the security of justice. and frustrations of the moment, I still have a dream. It is a
•: We have also come to this hallowed spot to remiµd America of dream deeply rooted in the American dream.
. the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to eng~ge in the lux.ury of cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradual,ism. Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley
'; of segregation to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now is the
:;time to open the doors of opportunity to all of God's children.
; ;Now is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial
:'. injustice to the solid ro~k of brotherhood.
',.'
would be fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of the
;moment and to underestimate the determination of the Negro .
. ;This sweltering summer of the Negro's legitimate discontent
:will not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of freedom
'; and equality. Nineteen sixty-three is not an end, but a begin::ning. Those who hope that the Negro needed to blow off steam
•: and will now be content will have a rude awakening if the
1
'
:nation returns to business as usual. There will be neither rest
:;nor' tranquility in America until the Negro is granted his citi~: zenship rights. The whirlwinds of revolt will continue'to shake
;:,, the foundations of our nation until the bright day of justice
:,emerges.

!

•:It

,:
I,

: ·But there is somethi_ng that I must say to my people who stand
::on the warm threshold which leads into the palace of justice. In
: '. the process of gaining our rightful place we must not be guilty
;of wrongful deeds. Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for free::dom by drinking from the cup of bitterness and hatred.
I•
,.
l; We must forever conduct our struggle on the high.plane of dig:;nity and discipline. We must not allow our creative protest to
;:degenerate
into physical violence . Again and again we must
I

i

,.

,·I',.,·

.

J

I

d if America is to be a great nation this mus~ e ~e true.i So let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New
Hampshire. Let freedom ring from the mighty mountains of
·New York'. Let freedom ring from the heightening Alleghenies
of Pennsylvania!
Let freedom ring from the snowcapped Rockies of Color~do !
Let freedom ring from the curvaceous peaks of California!
But not only that; let freedom ring from Stone Mountain o
Georgia!
·
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee!
Let freedom ring from every hill and every molehill of
Mississippi. From every mountainside, let freedom ring.
.
·. d
.
h
1 . . fr
)
When we let free om nng, w en we et 1t nng om every v -1
lage and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we Wiri~be able to speed up that day when all of God's children, blac
men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants ane)
Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing in the words 011
the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! free at last! thank Goe!!
Almighty, we are free at last! 11
•

-:;l
I
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Photos by Van Johnson
The head table and speakers at the MLK Prayer Breakfast (L to R) Mayor Pat Morris, Rabbi HIiiei Cohen, Pastor Josh Beckley, Rev. Raymond Turner, Pastor Emory James,
.Assemblywoman WIimer Amina Carter and husband Ratlbu Jacocks, Senator Gloria Negrete McLeod, LIiiie Brown (Not shown Is WIibur Brown) and Congressman Joe Baca
addressed the crowd..

~ev. Ray Turner Presents aWard to Mark

Rev. Turner Presents award to Clifton
Chandler Arrowhead Credit Union.

Seay of Stater Bros.
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NEED EXTRA MONEY?

l

weeks!nei~er ~our nome oc office.
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. HIS ·, ·, Looking
)· · to refinance your home?

· ; 1

Would you like to purchase your
own home? Let us lift you into a loan designed just for you.
Contact Paris @ Higher Ground Lending
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Wilbur Brown, a founder of the breakfast, received the Wetzel Visionary

Rev. Turner Presents award to Larry Sharp,
Arrowhead Credit Union.

Dr. Lynn Cooper receives award from Turner and
former councllmember Betty Jean Anderson.
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Jack Brown CEO of Stater Bros. extends
remarks.
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Contact Regina

Brown-Wilson

Poslafte Box 1581
lwersoo,CA 92502

Your PreForedos,/18/Foiedosure
Specialist

(951)682-8)70

10707 Town Center Drive
Rancho Cucamon_ga, CA 91730
Email: 2KDixon@gmailcom

ANY

•
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""""'"""""""' Law Off ices of ...........,,,.

CONDITION ■

Aaron L. Turner

CALL TODAY
SELL TONIORROW!
Avoid The Commiaa lon Haaa le
We Pay All Cloalns, Coa. .l
Avoid Lengthy Delay•
We Solve Problemal

a

+Seafood

•line

•~r
.11\_gcunns

Nao.. llohom••
Lcand & Ap-r•m•n• Uni••

niques
•St

'I'lr Black Voke News

Office: (909) 476-9600
Direct: (909) 693-9946

WE BUY HOUSES

•

•

~~
Kenichi M. Dixon

T~epoone _ _ _ _ _ _ Amollll
1Yer•W0.00
2Yen moo
3Yers •f96.00
Slooenl Rie •m.oo
Senilf Cilize1d25.00

CA&.&. NOW-

'mc5

a • -&&40

(eS'I>
www.givesttcOrJP.-com

• Aggressive Personal Representation
• Criminal Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
357 West 2nd Street, Suite 10 • San Bernardino, CA 9240 l

http;/lwww.cash4yourhomem24hrs.com

t

(909) 383-8480

Naturally Yours Boutique By

Treehouse Dental Group

Olufemi

WILLS
-.PIPIATE : ·. ~·1
. LIVING TRUSTS

ctlve masks
Hy sealed
tects you,

.

Specializing

SisterlocksNfBrothertocks""
Braids (Micro, Comrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twlsts/Mainlenance

r family,
workers
cllsease.
Bird Flu

Free Initial Consultation
(951) 686-5193
3995 Brockton Ave., Riverside

Chlldfen Welcorne

(951) 601-1362

Providing comprehensive dentistry for the entire f amity.
Experience the Difference at
Treehouse Dental Group

e- mail: olufeml@adelphia.net

Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

JACORE ENTERPRISE

SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS

"An Information Cons ulting Company"
• Background Verification
• People Locating

Kevin Peete

Working Together

I would • to sell
your home.

We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes in whatever your
•
legal needs might be.
,
, Our goal is to get you the best serv•
ice possible.

-

We are in the business of giving you the right information to make sound decisions. Our Consulting
Department can locate family, friends, classmates,
anyone. Our Verification Department will get the
facts you need to confirm your trust in those which
you do business.

PH: 909-875-5330

Inland Empire
African American
Chamber of Commerce

'

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer
,
you to a mortgage banker that will get,. : _
r' f. ,"f;
, · ' Join The Chamber
you a loan. Refinancing or
,:
• Consolidation. Home loans for everyCall us at (909) 888-5223 for more information
: one. Our job is to get you the best loan
possible . 1-800-500-7047

GRANITE COU NTERTOPS
: Quality Installation of Granite :
:countertops at Affordable PricH :
: RESIDENTIAL• COMMERCIAL :
" You Choose A Color, We Do The Rest" I:
-I 9 Years E~rience :
• Granite Countertops
• Custom Ed&tng
• Variety of Colon

• Granite Sealing
• Custom Sb.a~s
• Free Estimates

1

Black Owned & Operated • License #796218

:

(888) 745-3628

:

t, riversidegranite.com •

:

~

~.

FAX 909-875·5440

jacoreenterprise@yahoo.com

: A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
•
' HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE

J

AVAILABLE

•- l

Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr. Barbara Gray

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth colored fillings
Crowns
Emergency care
Tooth Whitening
Veneers
Bridges
Preventive care

:
:

------------- ---- - ------ - ----- •

1725 N . Riverside Avenue • Rialto • California
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building)

909 .874.0400

treehousedental.com

'
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JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT

Long-Term
Careers On Tap!

OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE A
POSITION

Eastern Municipal Water District ,
• II•

WANTED

I

PREGNANT? CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Talk with caring people specializing in matching birthmothers with families nationwide. Expenses Paid. Toll free 24{7 Abby's One
True Gilt Adoptions 1-866-910-5610. (Cal-SCAN)

Baptist Church looking
for a dependable minister of music for
morning services and
other requirements.
Please contact Pastor
R. Hooper (951) 6887053. Salary Neg.
p . 1/18, 1125, 211, 218

HAVE A POSITION YOU WANT

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

FILLED?

ALL CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30
machines and candy for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880 Grand
Blvd., Deer Park, NY. 1·888-625-2405. (Cal-SCAN)

Advertise it in The Black Voice News

START YOUR OWN Landscape Curbing Business- High
Demand. Low Overheads. High Profit. Training Available.
Priced
from
$12,000.
1-800-667-5372.
www.EdgeMaster.net (Cal-SCAN)

Contact

,.

BUSINESS SERVICES

I

Regina Brown".'Wilson

ADVERTISE in 240 California newspapers. Reach over 6
million Californians. Classified One Order, one price
$550125-words. Call (916) 288-6010; (916) 288-6019
www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE IN NEWSPAPERS. Only
$1800 for a 2x2 Display plus Online. 140 print newspapers
reaching 3.1 million Californians, and 30+ Online newspaper websites. Call (916) 288-6010; (916) 288-6019
www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990.00--Convert your Logs to
Valuable Lumber with your own Norwood portable band
sawmill.
Log
skidders
also
available.
www.Norwoodlndustries.com -Free Information: 1·800-5781363 x300-N. (C;,.1-SCAN)
FINANCIAL SERVICES
I BUY MORTGAGE NOTES, Trust Deeds, AITD'S, Land
Contracts. Get all cash today. Top Dollar. no red tape. Call
Mel. Days: 800-843-1111 Evenings: 323-936-2000. (CalSCAN)

951.682.6070 x.1
SHERIFF SERVICE OFFICER 1111
Riverside County Sheriff's Department
Salary: (approximate monthly)
Sheriff Service Officer I: $1,807 to $2,350
Sheriff Service Officer II: $2,007 to $2,613
Under general supervision, performs a variety of support
services, maintenance tasks, supply, and record keeping
activities for the Riverside County Sheriff's Department;
performs other work as required.
Call info 951.486.3240
SHERIFF 911 COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER I
Riverside County Sheriff's Department
Salary
$15.58- $24.53

The Sheriff's Department is seeking qualified candidates to
answer emergency 911 calls from the public requesting assistance. This is an opportunity for you to help in a meaningful way

HELP WANTED/DRIVERS
ATTN : DRIVERS/OWNER/Operators: Don't miss this
opportunity: Start up to $.39 cmp, BCBS insurance.
Guaranteed Home Time! Incentive Pay for Hazmat! $1500
Sign On Bonus+ Double Orientation Pay = $2000 in Your
Pocket.
Class
A-COL
req.
1-866-326-6168
www.Marten.com (Cal-SCAN)
DRIVER-ASAP. 36-43cpm/$t .20pm + Sign On Bonus. $0
Lease New Trucks. COL-A +3 months OTA. 1-800-6358669. (Cal-SCAN)
DRIVER: Don1 Just Start Your Career, Start It Right!
Company Sponsored CDL training in 3 weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition Reimbursement! wgreen@crst.com 1•
800-781-2778. (Cal-SCAN)
DRIVER • EXPERIENCED & Trainees Needed. Earn up to
$40k+ next year. No experience required. $0 down. COL
Training Available. Central Refrigerated 1·800•727-5865
x4779. (Cal-SCAN)
DRIVER- $5K SIGN-ON Bonus for Experienced Teams,
Temp Control, Dedicated (guaranteed miles), Regional
(home weekly). Solos, Teams, COL-A Grads, UP, 0/0s.
Covenant 1·866-684-2519 EOE. (Cal-SCAN)

,.

n

,...

'.Jt ,,,

,

,

NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for its
Regional Operations in Southeast California. Excellent
Benefits, Generous, Home Time & Outstanding Pay
Package.
COL-A
Required.
1-888-707-7729
www.NationalCarriers.com (Cal-SCAN)

92502 Telephone: (951) 955-5844 or 1.800.JOINASD. Gall to
get started
Don't Pay Another Cent in Rent to your Landlord

Before You Read Thls FREE Special Report!
Inland Empire - If you're like most renters, you feel trapped within the walls of a house or apartment that doesn't feel like yours.
How could it when you 're not even permitted to bang in a nail or
two without a h assle . You feel like you' re stuck in the renter's rut
with no way of rising up out of it and owning your o wn home.
Well don·, feel trapped any more! A FREE Special Repo11 Entitled
"How to Stop Paying Rent and Own Your Own Home·• has
already helped dozens of local renters get out from under their
landlord's finger, and move into a wonderful home they can truly

under immediate supervi·
sion learn more complex

and difficult clerical tasks.
Sheriff
Corrections

Assistant

Trainees

are

expected to promote to the ,
Sheriff

Corrections

Assistant I ($11.39 $14.48 hourty) after satisfactory performance and
meeting the minimum

qualifications (typically 6
months).
Call info 951.486.3240

off 215 & Newport
Road sec 8 ok 619261-3510
$1,600 NEG

Certificated Teacher
Openings
For the 2007-2008 school
year
Only. a limited number of
Complete Applications will
be considered
& scheduled for the Job
Fair/Interview Day
Requirements:
NCLB Compliant
CLAD Certified

TRINITY BAPTIST
CHURCH In Moreno Valley
Is seeking an experienced
musician. For an applica-

tion and requirements for
the position, please call
'
(951) 601-0253
SHERIFF'S COURT
SERVICES ASSISTANT I
$9.66 - $12.24/hour

Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

enforcement agency and the
opportunity
tor
future
growth...the county of Riverside
Is looking ror you! We are currentt-y testing for Sheriffs Court
Services Assistant I positions for
the
Sheriff's
Department
througout the County.

Call 951.486.3240

AWESOME FIRST JOB!I Kay's Naturals, 12 new hires,
Over 18, Travel USA! $500 sign-on! Cash Daily! No
Experience Necessary. Call Kay, today. 1-800-988-0650. 1877-KAY-CREW, 1-602..421-3015. (Cal-SCAN)
LAND FOR SALE
1ST TIME OFFERED · 40 acres - $39,900; 80 acres •
$69,900. Near Moses Lake, WA. 300 days of sunshine. Mix
of rolling hills and rock outcroppings. Excellent views, private gravel roads, ground water and easy access!
Financing available. Call WALA 1-866-585-5687. (Cal•
SCAN)
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE
COLORADO FALL RANCH Sale Starting At Only $29,900!
Spectacular viewsl Rolling fields. Elecl Tele included.
Excellent financing. Call Now. 1·866-696-5263. (CalSCAN)

Correctional Food
Services Supervisor
$2978-$3882/mo.
Correctional Cook

$2240-$3078/mo.
Correctional Baker

$2240-$3078/mo.
Correctional Sr. Food
Service Worker $1884·

2453/mo.
Food Service Worker

$1.487~$1935/mo.
Send Resume
Hrsheriffrecruiter@co.river
side.ca.us

(951) 486-3386

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER f
Riverside County Sheriff's Department
Salary (approximate monthly)
$2,312 to $3,013
Community Service Officer I is assigned a wide variety of law enforcement support duties
that typically have substantial face-lo-face public contact and require knowledge of multiple
ordinances, regulations and codes. Community Service officers may be expected to work
holidays, weekends and rotating shifts.
Call 951.486.3240

call their own.

To onkr your FREE eopy of this report, visit
www. Ri11trsi.decoronaJtoprenting.com

This report is courtesy of Kevin Peete. TarbeU Realtors Not intend•
ed to solicit properties currently listed for sale.

Riverside County Sheriff's Department

SALE

The Amoa 'N Andy Show

195~1953 Cla1sicTei....oion
0rdefYOU"SOOW

Cn~ •at.H.

Call 951 .486.3240

Call 0S1-842-7178 « ordtl" onfne ■t
w.wt.201hcenu),,ostalgla.com

visit the new
Black Voice News website

blackvoicenews.com·

LEGALS
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

P & J HURST INCORPORATED
12865 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
24656 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P&J Hurst Incorporated
CALIFORNIA

Your online
community
connection

WESTERN NEW MEXICO. Gorgeous 11 acres $39,990.
Mature Pinion Pines, panoramic views, wildlife, access to

BLM. Horseback riding, hiking, hunting. Perfect for ranch,
getaway, or retirement. Diversify your portfolio. Electricity.
100% financing. Call 1·866-365-4122. (Cal-SCAN)
WYOMING RANCH DISPERSAL 35 acres • $59,900; 75
acres - $108,900. Snow-capped mountain views.
Surrounded by gov~ land. Abundant wildlife. Recreational
paradise. Low taxes. EZ Terms. Call Utah Ranches, LLC. 188~·703-5263. (Cal-SCAN)
LAND/ACREAGE
LAST CHANCE TO OWN! Abandoned Farming / Mining
Settlement less than 2hrs Albuquerque. 20 acres - $24,900.
Old Farming & Mining Community. Incredible setting, including frequently running river, spring, , views and diverse

topography. Excellent financing. Few lots remainl Call
NML&R,
Inc.
1-888-370-5263
or
visit
www.SantaRitaRanches.net (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO - FIRST Time Offer. Adjacent to Lake
Sumner. 10 acres - $15,900. Rare riverfront property in NM.
Incredible setting, _including frequently running Pecos River,
views and diverse topography. 5 minutes to Recreational
Lake. Limited number of small ranches. Excellent financing.
Call NML&R, Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN)
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! Green-A-Power Wind,
Solar Systems requires ambitious local distributor.
Protected territory. Wholesale prices. Expanding market.
Innovative products. Explosive earning potential. Details: 1877-693-7050. (Cal-SCAN)

This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictnious name(s}
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct.- (A registrant who declares as lrue,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Joyce A Hursl, Vice
President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself aulhorize
the use in this state of a ficlitious business name in
violation of the rights of
another under federal,
state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq.' b &p code}
Statement filed with 1he
County of Riverside on
12/21/06.
I hereby ceriify lhar this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
No;TICE: This ficlitious
business name slatement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
· of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this stale of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17514

p.12/28, 1/4, 1111, 1118

REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE

mountain, river, Pacific Ocean views. Clubhouse. Gated

community! 1.25 Acre lots from $40,000. Brokers welcomeI
1-419-467-2095. www.JoyaPacifica.com (Cal-SCAN)
STEEL BUILDINGS
BUILDING SALEI. .. Jan/Feb delivery or deposit holds till
Spring. 25'x40'x1 2' $4800. 40'x60'x16' $12,800. Front end
optional. Rear end included. Many others. Pioneer 1-800668·5422 or www.PioneerSteel.com (Cal-SCAN)

Voice News ~
Contact
Regina
Brown-

;!

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department is
currently seeking applicants for numerous positions.

x.1

FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
$59,883-$76,502/yr
Plus excellent benefits
The Fifth ,Supervisorial District of the County of San Bernardino is
seeking a qualified individual to represent the Supervisor in the com;
munities located in the District. This is an unclassified contract posH ,
tion that reports directly to the Chief of Staff for the Fifth District.
The ideal candidate will be bilingual and possess exp working with
community-based orgs and the media. This exp should:include having served as a rep/liaison for a govt'I, private or bus org involved in , ·
community relations and/or activities. APPLY BY: 5:00 p.m., Friday,
February 2 , 2007
.1
SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR
$31 ,761-$40,560/yr
Depending on qualifications, plus benefits
The Fifth Oistrict Supervisor for the County of San Bernardino is
recruiting for a Special Projects Coordinator to plan, direct and coor-:. .
dinate logistical and marketing activities related to the Fifth District in
the County of San Bernardino. This is a contract position. The ideat
candidate will be bilingual, have 2 yrs of recent customer/constituent ,
. svcs exp including working in a fast-paced prof environment and ,
have exp as a secretary setting calendars; e-mailing, answering ,
phones and taking notes. APPLY BY: 5:00 p.m., Friday, February 2,
2007
'I
San Bernardino County HR
'.,
157 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant
(909) 387-5577
asalerno@hr.sbcounty.gov

CM'LETE cOLLEcrtON 11 epl,odo
·' pl.n8011l! (16) DVD Bo, SIL -.1

SO. COLORADO LOG HOME Only $169,900! 35 Acres
Spectacular Rocky Mountain Viewsl County road access
elec/ tele to property. Call Today! 1-866-696-5263. (CalSCAN)

WATERFRONT- COSTA RICAN Home Sltesl Amazing

in The Black

www.emwd.org

FOR

The Offlce Assistant series Is used In County departments to provide
clerical services. Depending on the department, Incumbents typically
type, file, sort and process materials; maintain records; process records;
compose and edit report~ and correspondence; gather information; provide in_formation to the pubit cor,,cerning ~bUc:,dapartmenfal,.Q,r G<>l!.n.Wi
operations: receive and record payments; operate a variety of equipment
including but not limited to word,processor•rmlcro600mpuiere~mlni-oom-puters, computer termlnals, duplicating machines, calculators; and prepare and complete a variety of forms and documents.

FREE LIST of Land Bargains all over the US. 1 to tOOO+
acres. Choo,,e coastal, waterfront & mountain acreage all at
bargain prices. Go to www.NationalLandPartners.com/ca
(Cal-SCAN)

AR.IZONA's · BEST BARGAIN - 36AC • S59,900. Perfect for
private retreat. Endless views, beautiful setting w/fresh
mountain air. Abundant wildlife. Secluded with good
access. Financing available. Call AZLR 1-877-301-5283.
(Cal-SCAN)

Advertise it ,

Proud of our past Ready tor our future.

HELP WANTED/SALES /
A COOL TRAVEL Job. Now hiring 18-24 individuals to work
and travel entire USA. Paid training, transportation, lodging
furnished. Call today, Start today. 1-877-646-5050. (CalSCAN)

FILLED?

Eastern Municipal Water District is seeking
applicants to establish eligibility , lists for
future entry- level clerical a'nd field positions
such as: Accounting Assistant, Customer
Service Rep, Maintenance Trades Assistant ,
Meter Reade r, Office Assistant, Storekeeper,
Telephone Operator, Utility Worker, and Water
Reclamation Operator-In-Training. The most
competitive candidates will be Invited to formal
testing and placement on an e/igibilily list,
which will be maintained for one year. This
is an annual event, held during the last part of
January each year. This year, applications will
only be accepted Jan. 22 -Feb. 2, 2007. Only
complete aP.pllcation packets will be accepted
and are available at2270 Trumble Road, Perris,
or can be mailed to you by contacting usat (951)
928-3777, ext. 4376. EOE

Salary Range
Office AHl1tant II: $9.89 to $12,18 Hourly
Offl~ As1l1tant Ill; $10.99 to $14,29 Hourly

,

YOU WANT ,

951.682.6070,
We Are Actively Seeking
Quallfled Applicants for:

If you are seekig a position

~9~/~~1~iiri~li:h~~ra8~:!;

fulfilling the service needs of our
residents in western Ri verside County,
can meet yo ur career goa ls for
long-term slability and success!

·Wilson

OFFICE ASSISTANT IVOFFICE ASSISTANT Ill

DRIVER: TAKE CARE of your Family. Join ours. Consistent
miles, regional and dedicated runs. Company paid
Commercial
••· Drivers
License
training.
WWW. Swiffl)if¢kmgJbb's:<:om 1-866-476-6828. EOE: " '('Clll" · '
SCAN)

to make a real difference in situations where there is an urgent
need for law pnforcement assistance.
Riverside: Riverside County Human Resources Assessment
Center, 4080 Lemon Street, Basement Room 13, Riverside, CA

~~~~1~ ~iz:i~~t7:s s~

and blinds, spa+
pool Sun City area

ETIWANDA SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Apply@
www.etlwanda.org
SHERIFF
CORRECTIONS
ASSISTANT TiRAINEE
Riverside County Sheriff's
Department
Salary: (approximate)
$10.53 - $13.70 hourty
$1,825 - $2,376 monthly
Sheriff
Corrections
Assistant Trainees work in
a training capacity per-

FOR RENT
4 bedroom, 2 bath,
new paint, carpets

HURST REAL ESTATE
SERVICES
12865 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
24656 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Hurst Real Estate Services
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registranl has not yet
begun to transact business

under the fictilious name(s)
listed above.
I dedare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant Who declares as true,
Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
si.Joyce A. Hurst, Vice
President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this slate of a fictitious business name in
violation of the. righls of
another under federal,
state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
12/21i06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name stalemenl
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
Itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code),
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17516

p.12128, 1/4, 1/11, 1118
The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

WASHINGTON MORTGAGE CORPORATION
12865 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
24656 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Washington
Corporation
CALIFORNIA

Mortgage

This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the informalion in lhis stalement is
true and correct. · (A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/. Paul A, Hurst, Sr., Vice
President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in
violation of the rights of
another under federal,
state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
Cou nty of Riverside on
12/21/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of lhe
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office

of the County Clerk. A nel'(_,
fictitious Business Name.
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filinf
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in~
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation ,
of the rights of anothe1,
under federal, state or com-.,
mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Businesfa';
and Professions Code).
j
LARRY W. WARD, CounwJ
Clerk
.
••
FILE NO.R-2006-17513
~

p.12128, 1/4, 1/11, 111$",
The following person(s) ~
(are) doing business as: 1 •
P.A. HURST TAX SERYIC- ·

ES

•

12865 Perris Blvd.
:.;
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 ·h
,,;
Legals continued on B•!l ,
24656 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

,.

P.A. Hurst Tax Services
CALIFORNIA
This business is conductetl·
by Corporation.
L',
Registrant has not YEii°
begun lo transact business·
under the fictitious name(sJ ,
listed above.
,
I declare that all the information in this statement i~,,
true and correct. (A regis..trant who declares as true, 1
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
,~
Si.Paul A. Hurst, Sr,,
President
_,
The filing of lhis statemenf
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie- ,
titious •business name iQ
violation of the rights of
another under federak.•
state, or common law (sec,
1440 et. seq. b &p code) ,
Stalement filed with the·
County of Riverside on '
12/21i06.
·,
I hereby certify that thi~,
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file iQ,,
my office.
,...
NOTICE: This fictitious.
business name slatemertl
expires five years from the,
date it was filed in the Office,
of the County Clerk. A new ,
Fictitious Business Name,
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing :
of this statement does not;
itself authorize lhe use i?,
this state of a Fictitiou~ •
Business Name in violation ;
of the rights of anothe}
under federal, state or com-~
mon law (See Sectioq
14411 , Et Seq., Business,
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD, Coun~u
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17515 .

p. 1212s, 114. 1111, 111a;
'J •

The following person(s} i~,,
(are} doing business as: "

T & L NAILS & SPA
10072 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Tuan Anh Vu
10051 Shiriey St.
Riverside, CA 92503

,.,

I'
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The Black Voice News
County of: Riverside. The
sl.Celestine Elder
Petition
for
Probate
The filing of this statement
This business is conducted
requests
that:
Rudy
does not of ltse~ authorize
by Individual.
Hernandez be appointed as
the use in this state of a ficRegistrant has not yet
personal representative to
titious business name in viobegun to transact business
administerthe estate of the
lation of the rights of anothunder the fictitious narne(s)
decedent. The Petition
er under federal, state, or
Usted above.
Zohair
Hussein
requests the decedent's will
common law (sec. 1440 et.
I declare that all the inforFakhreddine
and codicils, if any, be· seq. b &p code) .
mation in this statement is
7890 Leway Dr.
admitted to probate. The will
Statement filed with the
tliJe and correct. (A regisand any codicils are availRiverside, CA 92508
County of Riverside on
trant who declares as true,
able for examination in the
12/26/06.
information which he or she
This business is conducted
file kept by the court. The
I hereby certify that this
knows to be false is guilty of
by Individual.
petition requests authority
copy is a correct copy of the
a crime.)
Registrant has not yet
to administer the estate
original statement on file in
s/.Tuan Anh Vu
begun to transact business
under the Independent
my office.
The filing of this statement
under the fictitious name(s}
Administration of Estates
NOTICE: This fictitious
does not of itseff authorize
listed above.
Act. (This authority will allow
business name statement
the use In this state of a ficI declare that all the infor•
the personal representative
expires five years from the
titious business name in viomation in this statement is
to take many actions withdate it was filed in the Office
lation of the rights of anothtrue and correct. (A regis•
out
obtaining
court
of the County Clerk. A new
er under federal, state, or
trant who declares as true,
approval. Before taking cer·
Fictitious Business Name
common law (sec. 1440 et.
information which he or she
lain- very important actions,
Statement must be filed
seq. b &p code)
however, the personal repbefore that time. The filing
knows to be false is guilty of
Statement flied with the
a crime.}
resentative will be required
of this statement does not
County of Riverside on
st.Zohair Fakhreddine
to give notice to interested
itseff authorize the use in
12121/06.
•
The filing of this statement
persons unless they have
this state of a Fictitious
I hereby certify that this
does not of itself authorize
waived notice or consented
Business Name in violation
copy is a correct copy of the
the use in this state of a fic- to the proposed action.} The
of the rights of another
original statement on file in
Independent administration
under federal, state or comtitious business name in viomy office.
·
authority will be granted
mon · law (See Section
lation of the rights of anoth·
NOTICE: This fictitious
er under federal, state, or
unless an interested person
14411, Et Seq., Business
business name statement
common law (sec. 1440 et.
files an objection to the ~etiand Professions Code).
expires five years from the
seq. b &p code}
tion and shows good cayse
LARRY W. WARD, County
date It was filed in the Office
Statement filed with the
why the court should not
Clerk
of the County Clerk. A new
County of Riverside on
grant the authority. A hearFILE NO.R-2006·17625
Fictitious Business Name
12119106.
ing on the petition will be
p.1/4, 1111, 1/18, 1/25
Statement must be filed
I hereby certify that this
held in this court as follows:
before that time. The filing
Feb. 6, 2007 9:00 a.m.
The following person(s} is
copy is a correct copy of the
of this statement does not
(are} doing business as:
original statement on file in
Dept.: 10. Superior Court of
itself authorize the use in
my office.
·
California, County
of ,,NELLY'S PROFESSIONAL
this state of a Fictitious
NOTICE: This fictitious
Riverside, 4050 Main
HOUSE CLEANING
Business Name in violation
business -name statement
Street, Riverside, CA 92501
39280 Cala del Valle
of the rights of another
expires five years from the
Riverside Probate Court. If
Murrieta, CA 92562
under federal, state or comyou object to the grating of
date it was filed in the Office
mon law (See Section
the petition, you should
Nelida Roxanne Cisneros
of the County Clerk. A new
14411, Et Seq., Business
Fictitious Business. Name
appear at the hearing and
39280 Cata del Valle
and Professions Code).
Statement must be filed
state your objections or file
Murrieta, CA 92562
LARRY W. WARD, County
before that time. The filing
written objections with the
Clerk
court before the hearing.
of this statement does not
This business is conducted
FILE NO.R-2006-17551
Your appearance may be in
by Individual.
itself authorize the use in
p.12/28, 1/4, 1111, 1/18
this state of a Fictitious
person or by your attorney.
Registrant commenced to
If you are a creditor or ·a
Business Name in violation
transact business under the
The following person(s) is
of the rights of another
contingent creditor of the
fictitious business name(s}
(are} doing business as:
decedent, you must fde your
listed above on 9/05.
under federal, state or com•
GELATO DI ROMA·
mon law (See Section
claim with the court and
I declare that all the infor3444 Arlington Ave.
14411, Et Seq., Business
mail a copy. to the personal
mation in this statement is
Riverside, CA 92506
and Professions Code).
representative appointed by
true and correct. (A regisLARRY w. WARD, County
the court within four months
trant who declares as true,
Kyung Do Kirn
Clerk
from the date of first
inforrration which he or she
13373 Jirnson Ct.
FILE NO.R-2006-17413
issuance of letters as proknows to be false is guilty of
Corona, CA 92880
p. 12/28, 1/4, 1/11, 1/18
vided in Probate Code seca crtme.}
tion 9100. The time for filing
st.Nelida R. Cisneros
This business is conducted
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
claims will not expire before
The filing of this statement
by Individual.
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF
four months from the heardoes not of itsett authorize
Registrant has not yet
the use in this state of a ficLEISHA COUNTS
ing date noticed above. You
begun to,transact business
CASE NUMBER RIP
may examine the file kept
titious business name in viounder the fictitious name(s}
by the court, if you are a
lation of the rights of anoth091602
listed above.
person interested in the
er under federal, state, or
I declare that all the inforTo all heirs, beneficiaries,
estate, you may file with the
common law (sec. 1440 et.
mation in this statement is
creditors, contingent credlcourt a Request for Special
seq. b &p code)
true and correct. (A regis·
tos, and persons who may
Notice of the filing of an
Statement filed with the
trant who declares as true,
otherwise be interested in
inventory and appraisal of
County of Riverside on
information which he or she
the will or estate, or both, of:
estate assets or of any peti·
12/26/06.
knows to be false is guilty of
Leisha Counts, deceased.
lion or account as provided
I hereby certify that this
a crime.)
A Petition for Probate has
in Probate Code section
copy is a correct copy of the
s/.Kyung D. Kim
been filed by: Donald S.
1250. A Request for Special
original statement on file in
The filing of this statement
Notice form is available
Novitt in the Superior Court
my office.
does no! of ltseff authonze
of Cal~ornia, County of:
from the court clerk.
NOTICE: This fictitious
the use in this state of a ficRiverside. The Petition for
Petitioner:
Rudy
business name statement
titious business name in vioProbate requests that:
Hernandez, 4031 Agate
expires five years from the
lalion of the rights of anoth·
Donald S. Novitt be
Stree~ Riverside, CA 92509
date it was filed in the Office
ef under federal, state, or
appointed as personal reps/...Rudy
Hernandez,
of the County Clerk. A new
common law (sec. 1440 et.
resentative to adrninisterthe
Petitioner
Fictitious Business Name
seq. b &p code}
estate of the ~~ edent,.,Tti,e I
~_tatement must be ~led
p. 12128, 1/4, 1(! 1;)118
Statement filed With the
petition requests authority, I•.
' befQi e th~! time. The filing
Courfty 9f _R\ ve rsl~~ o,n.,
t to administer· •the testate-• t The •following person(s) is t I clf-.tllls statement does not
12/21/06. ' ~ Q,.
under the Independent
(are) doing business as;
ltseff authorize the use in
I "hereby certify that this
Administration of Estates
MAURICIO UMANA LOAN
this state of· a Fictitious
copy Is a correct copy of the
Act. (This authority will allow
CONSULTANT
Business Name in violation
original statement on file in
the personal representative
281 N. Hargrave
of the rights of another
my office.
to take many actions withBanning, CA 92220
under federal, stare or comNOTICE: T.his fictitious
out
obtaining
'court
mon law (See Section
business name statement
Mauricio Orlando Umana
14411, Et Seq., Business
expires five years from the / approval. Before taking cer•
tain very important actions, · 281 N. Hargrave
and Professions Code}.
date it was filed in the Office
however,
the
personal
repBanning, CA 92220
LARRY W. WARD, County
of the County Clerk. A new
resentative will be required
Clerk
Fictitious Business Name
to give notice to interested
This business is conducted
FILE NO.R-2006-17618
Statement must be filed
persons unless they have
by Individual.
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1125
before that time. The filin9.
waived notice or consented
Registrant commenced to
of this statement does not
to the proposed action.} The
transact business under the
The following person(s} is
ltseff authorize the use in
Independent administration
fictitious business name(s)
(are) doing business as: ·
this state of a Fictitious
authority will be granted
listed above on 211/05.
JAMES WALKER REAL·
Business Name in violation
unless an interested person
I declare that all the infor'.
TORS
of the rights of another
files an objection to the peli•
mation in this statement is
CRESTPOINT MORTunder federal, state or comtion and shows good cause
true and correct. (A regis•
GAGE
mon law (See Section
why the , court should not
!rant who declares as true,
CRESTPOINT CAPITAL
14411, Et Seq., Business
grant the authority. A hear•
information which he or she
GROUP
and Professions Code}.
ing on the petition will be
knows to be false is guilty of
JW ESCROW SERVICES
LARRY W. WARD, County
held in this court as follows:
a crime.}
24594 Sunnymead Blvd.
Clerk
Feb. 6, 2007 9:00 a.m.
s/.Mauricio 0 . Umana
Unit X
FILE NO.R-2006-17506
Dept.: 10. SuRerior Court of
The filing of this statement
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
p. 12/28, 1/4, 1/11, 1/18
California,
County of
does not of itself authorize
14728 Rick Ln.
Riverside, 4050 Main
the use in this slate of a fie.
Corona, CA 92880
lfie following person(s} is
Street, Riverside, CA 92501
titious business name in vio(are} dioing business as:
Riverside Probate Court. If
lation of the rights of anothAnthony
lghodaenlmo
'BMW AND ASSOCIATS
you object to the grating of
er under federal, state, or
Ogugu
112 Via Tiberio
the petition, you should
common law (sec. 1440 et.
14728 Rick Ln.
R,mcho Mirage, CA 92270appear at the heartng and
seq. b &p code}
Corona, CA 92880
5629
state your objections or file
Statement filed with the
written objections with the
County of Riverside on
This business is conducted
Maurtce Thomas Wilson, Sr.
court before the hearing.
11/30/06.
by Individual.
1l2 Via Tiberio
Your appearance may be in
I hereby certify that this
Registrant · has not yet
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
person or by your attorney.
copy is a correct copy of the
begun to transact business
If you are a creditor or a
original statement on file in, under the fictitious narne(s}
n'iis business is conducted
contingent creditor of the
my office.
lis1ed above.
by Individual.
decedent, you must file your
NOTICE: This fictitious
I declare that all the inforRegistrant has not yet
claim with the court and
business name statement
mation in this statement is
~ un to transact business
mail a copy to the personal
expires five years from the
true and correct. (A regis·
under the fictitious name(s)
representative appointed by
date It was filed in the Office
trant who declares as true,
listed above.
the
court
within
four
months
of the County· Clerk. A new
information which he or she
I declare that all the inforfrom the date of first
Fictitious Business Name
knows to be false is guilty of
mation in this statement is
issuance of letters as proStatement must be filed
a crime.)
trbe and correct. (A regisvided in Probate Code sec·
before that time. The filing
st.Anthony Ogugu
trant who declares as true,
lion 9100. The time for filing
of this statement does not
The filing of this statement
information which he or she
claims will not expire before
itself authorize the use in
does not of ltseff authorize
knows to be false is guilty of
four months from the hearthis state of a Fictitious
the use in this state of a fica-crime.}
ing date noticed above. You
Business Name in violation
titious business name in viosl'. Maurice T. Wilson, Sr.
may examine the file kept
of the rights of another
lation of the rights of anothThe filing of this statement
by
the
court,
if
you
are
a
under federal, state or comer under federal, state, or
does not of ltse~ authorize
person interested in the
mon law (See Section
common law (sec. 1440 et.
tt\e use in this state of a ficestate, you may file with the
14411 , Et Seq., Business
seq. b &p code)
titious business name in viocourt a Request for Special
and Professions Code).
Statement fil ed with the
lation of the rights of anothNotice of the filing of an
LARRY W. WARD, County · County of Riverside on
ef under federal, state, or
inventory and appraisal of
Clerk
12126/06.
common law (sec. 1440 et.
estate assets or of any peti•
FILE NO.R-2006-16632
I hereby ·certify that this
seq. b &p code)
lion or account as provided
p.12/28, 1/4, 1/11, 1118
copy is a correct copy of the
Statement fil ed with the
in Probate Code section
original statement' on file in
County of Riverside on
1250. A Request for Special
The _following person(s) is
my office.
12/19/06.
Notice form is available
(are} doing business as:
NOTICE: This fictitious
I '·hereby certify that this
from the court clerk.
HOUSE OF CELESTINE
business name statement
copy is a correct copy of the
Petitioner: Richard F.
IT'S WEDNEE
expires five years from the
onginal statement on file in
Nevins (SBN:137261), P.O.
WORK IT
date it was filed in the Office
my office. '
Box 1507, Riverside, CA
THAT'S CUTE
of the County Clerk. A new
NOTICE: This fictitious
92502, 951-686-5193
MAIN EVENT FINE MEN'S
Fictitious Business Name
business name statement
s/...Richard
Nevins,.
PAJAMA'S
$tatement must be filed
expires. five years from the
Attorney for Petitioner
13122 Zenobia Court
before that time. The filing
crate it was filed in the Office
p.12128, 1/4, 1/11, 1/18
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
of this statement does not
of the County Clerk. A new
itseff authorize the use in
Fictitious Business Name
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
Celestine Marte Elder
this state of a Fictitious
Statement must be filed
13122 Zenobia Ct.
Business Name in violation
before that time. The filing
A~::~s:.EHRE~! ~~~E~F
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
of the rights of another
of this statement does not
CASE NUMBER RIP
under federal, state or comitself authorize the use in
091601
This business 1s conducted
mon law (See Section
this state of a Fictitious
by Individual.
14411, Et Seq., Business
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another To all heirs, beneficiaries, Registrant ha~ not . yet and Professions Code}.
creditors, contingent credi·
begun to transact business
LARRY W. WARD, County
under federal, state or comtos, and persons who may
under the fictitious name(s)
Clerk
mon law (See Section
otherwise be interested in
listed above.
FILE NO.R-2006-17593
14411 , Et Seq., Business
the will or estate, or both, of:
I declare that all the inforp.1/4, 1111, 1/18, 1125
and Professions Code}.
Mary P Hernandez, Mary
mation in this statement is
LARRY W. WARD, County
Palomino
Hernandez,
true and correct. (A regis•
The following person(s} is
Clerk
deceased. A Petition for
trant who dedares as true,
(are} doing business as:
FILE NO.R-2006-17416
information which he or she
SUNTECH FINANCIAL
p.12/28, !14, 1/11, 1/18_ Probate has been filed by:
Rudy Hernandez in the
knows to be false Is guilty of
GROUP
Superior Court of California,
a crime.)
6358 Archer St.
Continued from B-4

The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
MEN'S SUIT PLUS &
ALTERATIONS
3271 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

i

~

Riverside, CA 92509
1538 E. Baseline St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
Jorge Ramirez Rojas
1538 E. Baseline St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
·
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.}
s/.jorge r. rojas
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
12/27/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file In
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or corn·
mon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WAAD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17666
p.1/4, 1111, 1/18, 1125
The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
PRINCESS SHUTTLE
24866 Mattus Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Okoh International Corp.
24866 Mattus Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted
by Corporation. 1
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
I declare that all the infer·
rnation in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
inforrration which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.}
sf.Andrew
Okoh,
President
The filing of this- sljltement
doei, net -of ijsett authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of anoth•
er under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
. seq. b &p code)
Statement fil ed with lhe
County of Riverside on
12126/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
_expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitiou·s Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17643
p.1/4, 1111, 1/18, 1/25
The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:
ESTABLISHED CLEANING SERVICES
29291 Ariel St.
Murrieta, CA 92563
Lulu Madaka Massawe
29291 Ariel St.
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as tliJe,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.}
st.Lulu Massawe
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie•
titious business name in violation of the rights of anoth•
er under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code}
Statemen t filed with the
County of Riversid e on
12107/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file In
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itsett authorize the 1.Jse in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state OryOITl·
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mon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code}.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-16935
· p.114, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25

a crime.)
st.Ivan Cabrera
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of anolh·
er under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et
seq. b &p code}
Statem~nt fil ed with the
County of Ri verside on
11/02106. ·
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This · fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Offtce
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itseff authortze the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code}.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-15449
p.11/16, 11123, 11130, 12/7,
1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25

The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
TRIPLE T SERVICES
25976 Calle Enssenada
Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
P.O. Box 9512 ,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553·
9512
Timeka LaNeet Alverson
24976 Calle Ensenada
Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Andre Lamon Alverson
25976 Calle Ensenada
Avenu·e
Morerio Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted
by Individual • Husband &
W~e.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 12113/2006.
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A regis•
trant who declares as true,
information which he or she
knows to be ·false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Tirneka Alverson
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie•
titious business name in violation of the rights of anolh·
er under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riversi de on
12115/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Offtce
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. fhe filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WAAD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17332
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25
The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
FENNYS ENTERPRISE
22500 Town Circle
Moreno Valley,.CA 92553
-1516 S. Palf11111vr.#O
San Gabriel, CA 91776
Shufun Wang (NMN}
1516 Palm Ave. #0
San Gabrtel, CA 91 776
This busines& is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A regis·
!rant who declares as tliJe,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.}
s/.Shufan Wang
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a .fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the
Coun ty of Riverside on
12129/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
ortginal statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itseff authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or comrpon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17802
p.1/4, 1111, 1/18, 1125

AMENDED
The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
FAR SUPERIOR CARPET,
PAINTING & CLEANING
SERVICES
35106 Trevino Trail
Beaumont, CA 92223
Ivan Cabrera (NMN)
926 E. Grant St.
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Juan Alvarez (NMN}
11471 Reva Dr.
Garden Grove, CA 92840
Hornero Cabrera (NMN)
926 E. Grant St.
Santa Ana, CA 92701
This business is conducted
by a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
I declare that all the infer•
mation in this statement is
true and correct (A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of

The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
SOUL RESTAURANT
13373 Perris Blvd., Suite F504 & F-504
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Alpha Food Group, Inc.
12152 Odessa Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
NEVADA

Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-00256
p. 1/11, 1/18, 1125, 2/1
The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
LINK LOGISTICS
8526 Cabin Pl.
Riverside, CA 92508
Laura Ann Vinci
8526 Cabin Pl.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1/1/07.
I declare that all the information in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Laura v1nci
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authortze
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of anolh·
er under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
~eq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the
County of Ri verside on
1/05/07.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name sta_tement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rig hts of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-00243
p.1/11, 1/ 18, 1125, 2/1

This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the infer•
mation in this statement is
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
. information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Rhonda
Kennerson·
The following person(s} is
(are} doing business as:
Armstrong, President
EMPIRE INSPECTION
The filing of this statement
16073 Ebony Ave.
does not of itself authorize
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In vio•
lation of the rights of anothBrandon Laron Williams
er under federal, state, or
16073 Ebony Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code}
This business is conducted
Statement fil ed with th e
County of Riverside on
by Individual.
12128/06.
Reg.isirant :has not yet
I hereby certify that this
begun to transact business
copy is a correct copy of the
under the fictitious name(s)
original statement on file in
listed above.
my office.
I declare that all· the infor·
NOTICE: This fictitious
mation in this statement is
businel;s name statement
true and correct. (A regls•
expires· five years from the
trant who declares as true,
date it was filed in il1e Office
information which he or she
oMh'e Oounty•Clerk., A,new
knows to be false is guilty of
Fictitious Business Name
a crime.)
Statement must be fi led
st.Brandon L. Williams
before that time. The filing
The filing of this statement
of this statement does not
does not of itself authorize
itself authorize the use In
the use in this state of a ficthis state of a Fictitious
titious business name in vio•
~usiness Name in violation
lation of the rights of anothof, the rights of another
er under federal, state, or
under federal, state or comcommon law (sec. 1440 et.
mon law (See Section
seq. b &p code}
14411 , Et Seq., Business - Statement filed with the
and Professions Code}.
Cou nty of Riverside on
LARRY W. WARD, County
1/03/07.
Clerk
I hereby certify that this
FILE NO.R-2006-17770
copy is a correct copy of the
p.1/11, 1118, 1/25, 2/1
original statement on file in
my office.
The following person(s) is
NOTICE: This fictitious
(are} doing business as:
business name statement
ACCOUNT 2 ESSENTIALS
expires five years from the
501 5 Canyon Crest Drive,
date It was filed in the Office
Suite 108
of the County Clerk. A new
Riverside, CA 92507
Fictitious Business Name
P.O. Box 52143
Statement must be filed
Riverside, CA 92517
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
Charletta Renee Gipson
itseff authorize the use in
23770 Blue BIii Crt.
this state of a Fictitious
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
LeNard Anthony Wiltz
under federal, state or com1925 13th Ave. #211
mon law (See Section
Oakland, CA 94606
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
LeJerion Davroy Carr
LARRY W. WARD, County
23770 Blue Bill Crt.
Clerk
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
FILE NO.R-2007-00084
p.1(11, 1/18, 1/25, 2/1
Chardythe Mikale Hunter
23770 Blue Bill Crt.
The following person(s) is
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(are} doing business as:
MBA
ACCOUNTING
This business is conducted
SERVICES
by Co-Partners.
4225 Madrona Rd.
Registrant commenced to
Riverside, CA 92504
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s}
Marco Antonio Bardales
listed above on 1/5/07.
4225 Madrona Rd.
I declare that all the infor•
Riverside, CA 92504
mation in this statement is
true and correct. (A regisThis business is conducted
trant who declares as true,
by Indivicfual.
information which he or she
Registranf has not yet
knows to be false is guilty of
begun to transact business
a crime.}
. under the fictitious name(s)
s/.Charletta R. Gipson
listed above.
The filing of this statement
I declare that all the infordoes not of itself authorize
mation in this statement is
the use in this state of a fie.
true and correct. (A registitlous business name in vio•
trant who declares as true,
lation of the rights of anolh·
inforrration which he or she
er under federal, state, or
knows to be false is guilty of
common law (sec. 1440 et.
a crime.)
seq. b &p code}
st.Marco Antonio Bardales
Statement filed with th e
The filing of this statement
County of Riverside on
does not of itself authorize
1/05107.
the use in this state of a fie•
I hereby certify that this
titious business name in viocopy is a correct copy of the
lation of the rights of anothoriginal statement on file in
er under federal, state, or
my office.
common law (sec. 1440 et.
NOTICE: This fictitious
seq. b &p code}
business name statement
Statement filed with the
expires five years frcirn the
Coun ty of Riverside on
date it was filed in the Office
12128/06.
of the County Clerk. A new , I hereby certify that this
Fictitious Business Name
copy i& a correct copy of the
Statement must be filed
original statement on file in
before that time. The filing
my office.
of this statement does not
NOTICE: This fictitious
itself authorize the use in
business name statement
this state of a Fictitious
expires five years from the
Business Nar(le in violation
date It was filed in the Office
of the rights of another
of the County Clerk. A new
under federal, state or comFictitious Business Name
mon law (See Section
Statement must be filed
14411, Et Seq., Business
before that time. The filing
and Professions Code}.
of this statement does not
LARRY w. WARD, County
itself authorize l't-9 use in

'

•

this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code}.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17774
p.1/11, 1/18, 1125, 2/1
The following person(s} is
(are) dioing business as:
BEST DEAL AUTO SALES
11321 Pondhurst Way
Riverside, CA 92505
John Hwan Kim
11321 Pondhurst Way
Riverside, CA 92505

Cou nty of Riverside on
12/28/06.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement •
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new ,t
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fil ed •
before that time. The filing •
of this statement does not
itseff authorize the use in 1
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
arid Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.1-2006-04310
p.1/11 , 1/18, 1125, 2/1

This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
I declare that all the inforThe following person(s} is
mation in this statement is
(are} doing business as:
THE TRINITY HOLDING'S
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
GROUP
information which he or she • 28630 Sunridge Ct.
knows to be false is guilty of
Menifee, CA 92584
a crime.)
s/.John Kim
Elaine Marie Harris
The filing of this statement
28630 Sunridge Ct.
does not of itself authorize
Menifee, CA 92584
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vioThis business is conducted
lation of the rights of anoth•
by Individual.
er under federal, state, or
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
common law (sec. 1440 et.
seq. b &p code}
under the fictitious name(s}
Statement filed with the
listed above.
County of Riverside on
I declare that all the infor1/03107.
mation in this statement is
true and correct. (A regisI hereby certify that this
trant who declares as true,
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file in
information which he or she
my office.
knows to be false is guilty of
NOTICE: This fictitious
a crime.}
business name statement
st.Elaine M. Harns
expires five years from the
The filing of this statement
date it was filed in the Office
does not of itself authorize
of the County Clerk. A new
the use in this state of a ficFictitious Business Name
titious business name in vio·
Statement must be filed
lation of the rights of anothbefore that time. The filing
er under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
of this statement ,does not
itself authorize the use in
seq. b &p code}
\
this state of a Fictitious
Statement fil ed with the
County of Riverside on
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
1/03/07.
I hereby certify that this
under federal, state or comcopy is a correct copy of the
mon law (See Section
original statement on file in
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
my office.
LARRY W. WARD, County
NOTICE: This fictitious
Clerk
business name statement
expires five years from the ·
FILE NO.R-2007'00091
p.1/11, 1/18, 1125, 2/1
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new·· '
The following person(s) is
Fictitious Business Name
(are} doing business as:
Statement must be filed ,
before that,time. The filing ,
AFFORDABLE SOLAR
27448 Echo Canyon
of this statement does not ,
Corona, CA 92883
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Douglas Glenn Damewood
Business Name in violation
27448 Echo Canyon
of the rights of another
Corona, CA 92883
under federal, state or common law (See Section ,
This business is conducted
14411 , Et Seq., Business
by l,v;iivjdual.
and Professions Code}. .,
Registrant' commenced taLARR¥-W. WARD," County,
Clerk
"'~ ,,..
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s}
FILE NO.R-2007, 00059
listed above on 12-1-06.
p.1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 2/1 ;
I declare that all the Information in this statement is
The following person(s} is,
true and correct. (A regis(are) doing business as:
trant who declares as true,
PABLO'S LANDSCAPING
information which he or she
4366 Angelo St.
knows to be false is guilty of
Riverside, CA 92507
a crime.}
s/.Douglas Damewood
Hipouto Pablo Nicolas
The filing of this statement
4366 Angelo St.
does not of itseff authorize
Riverside, CA 92507
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vioThis business is conducted
lation of the rights of anoth•
by Individual.
er under federal, state, or
Registrant commenced to
common law (sec. 1440 et.
transact business under the
seq. b &p code}
fictitious business name(s}
Statement filed with the
listed above on 1-15-2001.
County of Riverside on
I declare that all the infor.12115106,
mation in this statement is
I hereby certify that this
true and correct. (A regis- '
copy Is a correct copy of the
trant who declares as true,
original statement on file in
information which he or she
my office.
knows to be false is guilty of
NOTICE: This fictitious
a crime.}
business name statement
st.Hipouto Pablo Nicolas
expires five years from the
The filing of this statement
date it was filed In the Office
does not of itself authorize
of the County Clerk. A new
the use in this state of a fie·
Fictitious Business Name
titious business name in vioStatement must be filed
lation of the rights of anoth·
before that time. The filing
er under federal, state, or
of this statement does not
common law (sec. 1440 et.
itself authorize the use in
seq. b &p code)
this state of a Fictitious . Stateme nt filed with the
Business Name in violation
County of Riverside on
of the rights of another
1/02/07.
under federal, state or comI hereby certify that this
mon law (See Section
copy is a correct copy of the
14411, Et Seq., Business
original statement on file in
and Professions Code}.
my office . .
LARRY W. WAAD, County
NOTICE: This fictitious
Clerk
business name statement
FILE NO.R-2006-17310
expires five years from the
p,1/11, 1/ 18, 1125, 2/1
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
The following person(s} is
Fictitious Business Name
(are) doing business as:
Statement must be filed
SUSHIHOP
before that time. The filing
24379 Via Del Sol St.
of this statement does not
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Maria Del Rosario Cruz
Business Name in violation
50-660 Eisenhower Dr.
of the rights of another
#3012
under federal, state or com•
La Quinta, CA 92253
mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
Jennifer 'E' Bentolan
and Professions Code}.
24379 Via del Sol St.
LARRY W. WARD, County
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-00036
Dhani Olive
p.1/11, 1118, 1/25, 2/1
1864 Bradley Ct. Apt. F
San Bernardino, CA 92411
The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
This business is conducted
MIDDLE EASTERN BAK·
by a General Partnership.
ERY
Registrant has . not yet
10190 Indiana Ave. #10120
begun to transact business
Riverside, CA 92503
under the fictitious name(s}
listed above.
Robert 'F" Sayegh
I declare that all the infor1672 N. Western Ave. #41 2
mation in this statement is
Los Angeles, CA 90027
true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true,
This business is conducted
information which he or she
by Individual.
knows to be false is guilty of
Registrant has not yet
a crime.)
begun to transact business
st.Maria R. Cruz
under the fictitious name(s}
The filing of this statement
listed above.
does not of Itself authorize
I declare t~at all the lnfor•
the use in this state of a ficmation in this statement is
titious business name in viotrue and correct. (A regislation of the rights ot anolh·
trant who declares as true,
er under fec;leral, state, or
information which he or she
common law (sec. 1440 et.
knows to be false is guilty of
seq. b &p code)
Continued on Page B-8
Statement filed wit~) he
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Another Stellar Affair Uplifts Gospel's Grandeur

I

I
I
t

of the Year," and accompanied
her sisters, Jacky ClarkChisholm, 1\vinkie Clark and
Karen Clark-Sheard , as recipients of the "2007 Chevrolet
Most Notable Achievement
Award."
The
legendary
Natalie Cole and hometown
Detroit
Mayor
K wame
Kilpatrick was·on tap to salute
the soulful sisters acknowledging their pioneering work
in songwriting, outstanding
performances and record sales
success in the gospel music
industry. The Clark Sisters
have established themselves as
one of the greatest groups in
gospel music history ever
since lending their voices to
their first recording in 1973.
Gospel diva Yolanda Adams

:Donald Lawrence leads
: winnf!Jrs list for second
I
•
consecutive year
The Black Voice News

NASHVILLE

The 22nd Annual Stellar
It Gospel Music Awards once
: again elevated gospel music to
: new heights bringing together
a host of stars from music,
film and theatre to celebrate
their
favorite
artists.
Festivities got • underway
Saturday, Jan. 13, 2007 at the
historic Grand Ole Opry
House featuring Stellar Award
favorites -Kirk Franklin, Tye
Tribbett and Mary Mary serving as co-hosts.
Noted psalmist and Stellar
Award nominee Byron Cage
led the spirit-filled night with
an opening melody of "Lift
Him Up/I Will Bless the
Lord."
Myron Butler picked up the
· Stellar for "Male Vocalist of
•:the Year," and was joined by
' his choir - Levi - grabbing
rawards in the categories of
f 'Contemporary Group/Duo of
~the Year," "New Artist of the
Year" and "Group/Duo of the
t

Patti Labelle delivers astellar performance
during the awards show

Year."
Dorinda Clark-Cole was
honored as "Female Vocalist

Walk With Jesus Cathedral
820 Larch Ave.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258
Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
10:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.
Thursday Bible Revival
7:00 pm.
Daily "Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00-12 noon
KPRORADIO 1510AM • WED. 2:00 PM,·
SAT.5:45PM.

~
24480 Sophie Street

Re~ Mary S. Minor, MA(Rel), MBA Pestor/Sr:Minister

Submit your .
Religious News
to:

~

T1Yough lhc Bible Study

9:30
11 :00

Sunday

10am.

Wednesday
Friday

11 a.m.
Men's Fellowship (Sarurday belcm lho 41h Si.nday)8 a.m.

WomM's Mssicnary Socioty (2nd Satt.rdays}

r,

~~

234 W. Merrlll Ave. Rlalto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
· Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSplrlJualTruth.com
(909) 873-5380
9 :00 am
10:30 am
10:00 am
6 :30 pm
6 :30 pm

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM • Sat.

12:00pm

Study

Tuesday Night Bibie
Dynamic 21st Century Ministry!
Meeting on Tuesday Nights @ 7pm

.!

ight Church (T.N.C.)

Church Motto:
TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM
GOD!

Hour of Power
Worship Hour
Noon day Prayer ·
Bible Study/Prayer
Youth Ni ht
·1

MIRACLE HEALING
SERVICE
·6:00Jim

LIFE CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY PRESCHOOi;
& EL.EMENTARY
SCHOOL

SUNDAY WORSHIP
SERVICES

Kindergarten through 5th
Grades
Abeka Curriculum

Every 1st ·s imday

Ii

Randy D. Triplett
Pastor & Founder
District Elder

8, 9:45, 11 :30 a.m.
&6p.m.

Sunday School 10am
I
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
·
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm
'

Putor Darryl J.
Udell Sr. •
Co-Pastor Rita Udell

•-:s.

st

Life

Tbe CiJ"rcb HELL Didr,'t Wal)t To See Happe11l

Worshipping in Spirit & In Truth" John 4:24

Order of Services
Sunday School
Worship Service
Miracle Monday Prayer
Tuesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer

7:30
7:30

...

Church Of God In Christ

Weekly schedule of events

~

HRISTIAM..CENTER~

lr,l

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

6:30pm.

Iblrun

news.com

=e>lvti~LJSIE

Services held at the...

10:!0a.m.

12 Noa,

PrayB'B.nl

Come Worship with us!

Rock of Faith Foursquare Church
Located at 325 W. B Street
Ontario, CA 91762
. Gibson Call 888-825-1720

Re_v. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building

~

leeragin@blackvoice-

We Worship in Spirit and In Truth/

Beginning on September 26, 2006

(951) 688-7872

9a.m.

ctudl $chooi
Momlnt Worship
Iimllil)'.
Teacher!' Meeti1191lible Study

t.

•Sunday Worship Service 10:00am•
•Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:00pm•
•Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am •

~
Experienced musician
, ~needed for local church.
Please leave message
951-655-0524

7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.

Penis, CA 92570
(951} 857-5705• ft,,;1, 1951} 94t1.9935

I.

909.948.2027

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

~

Pastor K.T. Moreland
9215 Arrow Rte.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

"'

MUSICIAN WANTED

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7 :00 pm

Pastor Iris Hallu

See STELLAR, Page B-7 ·

Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C.

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
951.683.2916
Weekly Services

ORDER OF SERVICES

Donald Lawrence and The Tri
City Singers , who led the win.:

upcoming Tyler Perry film,
"Daddy's Little Girls" presented "Artist of the Year" to

Good News
Community Church

" An Arena for the Miraculous··

:

paid homage to the world's
best-selling gospel quartet presenting them with the prestigious "2007 Allstate James
Cleveland
Lifetime
Achievement Award" for their
impact on the development
and advancement of gospel
music. After 44 years and 35
albums, The Mighty Clouds of
Joy are more than gospel legends - they are a national
treasure.
Big screen starlet Gabrielle
Union and actor Idris Elba,
who are both featured in the

on DirecTV

lbs: ~11td IS1:1»:11ck
Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST
Channel 373

IRE CBl!BCU CUAIS!'.iEL

951 .684.3639
(Preschool)
951.684.3643
(Elementary School)

7:00 p.m.

6S3-863J Office• 653-8634 Pastor
6S3°8680 FAX
!

•<t~~~~~s :

For Information and to
enroU call

WEDNESDAY BIBLE
STUDY
Classes for all ages

~

Watch ,o ur]?.' Broadcast

Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PST
Channel 371

.,J~IJ Uuhi<lou, lfoukrnnl - RiH•r~i<k. <".\ 92501>

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

"" ".likdiuH 111 j\ l'r ,idl· .orl,!.
, I\ ' " '15 l .1,S4 SI 17 I· mail : kninoniarn11f r,, anl., 11111

( ' hurd1 '\ n. '):- I J,S454.1.1 I

MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GWRY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED AIL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WIU
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED."
REV. 4:U

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(951) 781-0443
Administrative Office
(951) 684-6480

Services

Sunday School ...... . . .. .. . ....•. ...9:30 am
Sunday Worship .... . .. . . . •..... . . .11:00 am
Wednesday Bible Study ..... , .........7:00 pm
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) .... ,, . . .. .8:30 am

1672 P a lm Av e .. Highland, CA 92346

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 Al\1
Inspiration across America Gospel ~ usic
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM . __
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
~
Leroilacey@AOL.com

909.425.2615

(909) 688-1570

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Wors hip/Celebra tion

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Thursday 11 :00am

'

Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassmu/ra

'

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
Tun6: 0

(909) 874-5851 • Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service

CO

· e 'l'ues 6: 0

5:00 pm

Sundays 10:30 a.m.

: P.O. Box 11U1

Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Fontana. CA 928:J:4

Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday School
9:30AM
Sunday Morning Worship 1I :OOAM
Sunday Night Service
7:00PM
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Tbur.;day Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

951680-2044

•ct»--ardty.oq

New Beginnings Community Baptist
5970 Limonite Avenue

Riverside, CA 92509
(95 1) 682-4407

Find Out How

SUNDAY SERVICES

,-•11-~Clrlll---.•• .flilt:D
Goco HoP£ M
1ss10,.,, Bw,s· C ,s·"
0

Morning Service
· Adult Sunday School
Children's Church
Sunday Service

8:00 a.m.
10:00a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m,

'

·a Cl-.d. .,1.,,,,,, """'1"'"1 '°' ~...Jo"';- .., 11,,, J.,,,,,.t .

Wednesday

BIBLE STUDY
7:00 i:,.m.

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

This Could Be Your .
Ad

Church

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 ~ 909/350-9401
"A church where everybody is somebody"

-

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662

WORSHIP WITH US

J5854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy

Fontana. CA 92lP6

Rev. Robert
Edwards

E

Moreno Valley, CA

9:30 am

i I :00 am

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

HOLY LAND COGIC

Sugar Hill School
24455 Old Country Rd. •'

. . g Sat 9: Oa
s
Sat 11:00a

Bethel AME Church

• Mommg Worship 11:00AM
• Sunday School 9·30AM
• B1llle Study (Wed.) 7:00PM
• Fnday N1ghtU~e 7.00PM

'

HOUSE OF PRAYER REFORMATION CHURCH

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study
1 Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service
, WEDNESDAY
1Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

-tF

•Rav. John Cager

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Call Regina Brown
Wilson.
951.682.6070

James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. PHtor Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor

fof ~ intofmalton coll (951) 657-SM,5 Of (951) 616-0185

,Moreno Valley Mission CME
\Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
:Highland Unity Church Ministries
:Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
\l'Jrk Avenue Baptist Churth
\The Living Word Baplist Church
•.New Visions Christian
Community Church

10800 Hole Ave., Sle #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2002 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
449 I Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
9191 ColoradoA~.

~8461 Mariposa Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812-3509
(951) 782-9904
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682-9810
(951) 780-2240
(951) 684-8782
(951) 788-9218

verside, CA 92508

(951) 687-7454

Rev. John Scniguar
Elder DeWayne Buder
Rev.CE. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson. Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. LE. Campbell, Paslor
Pastor FD. Bullock

NewVision Christian Melhodist
Episcopal Chlll'Ch
RaiQbow CQllllllunity Praise Center
Tree ofUfeTabemacle COGIC
New~ MpC Baptis1, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full G~spel Church of Lov~

I
I

· 8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Caner Stree1
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. JOI
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. F'tflh Street
24050Theda
•I

Fontana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

.

')

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson •. :
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas ~ ,
Rev. Derrick E. caJlicult .:;
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.• 1
Rev. H. Hubbard ~ !
Rev. Marvin L. Brown ' t
Pastnr/Phortias Laura Bell _J

-,

- - - , -1·-·-···· - - , ., •

Building Better Communities
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Second Baptist Church

STELLAR

2911 ,Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Continued from Page ,B-6

ners list for a second consec;tive year picking up eight
awards out of nine impressive
nominations. One of the
night's
highlights
was
l!..awrence's acceptance speech
for "Special Event CD of the
Year" which moved the crowd
:When he passed the torch to
lup-and-coming
gospel
ldynamo Tye Tribbett dedicating his Stellar to him.
Stellar co-host Tye Tribbett
1got the crowd hyped with his
:famed energetic performances,
:shouting out "Victory" and
I
•experiencing
one of his own as
I
:he was named "Contemporary
1
IMale Vocalist of the Year."
Among the most moving
1
lgioments of the night was Patti
, 'baBelle's soul-stirring selec: tion, "Walk Around Heaven,"
: garnering her an overwhelm: ing standing ovation from the
: full house. After decades of
: success in soul and R&B gen: res, LaBelle has delivered her
· first CD devoted to her gospel
', roots and applauded the gospel
: music industry for their sup\ port of her latest endeavor.
: Stellar sweetheart Vickie
'. Winans graced the stage in a
: beautiful red velvet gown and
i Iifted the crowd with the pow-

l

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Sunday Services
7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 run
10:15 am

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

Wednesday Services
7:00pm
7:45 pm

Prayer Services
Bible Study

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Donald Lawrence winning one of his eight Stellar Awards on stage
with actors Gabriele Union and ldrls Elba.

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt,

erful song "The Rainbow."
Co-host Kirk Franklin continued to show his musical
diversity by joining forces
with former de Talk front
man
1
tobyMac, for a lively performance of "Let It Go," from
Frank1in's certified platinum
CD, "Hero," which won him a
Stellar Award for "CD
the
Year." Franklin's performance
featured a dynamic stage
entrance in · a pale 'blue
Camero , in which he gave
accounts of his inspiring life
story in the song, "Let It Go"
that touched on past hardships
and mistakes and the power of
forgiveness.
Other artists picking up
2007 Stellar honors included
Bishop . G .E. Patterson for

"Traditional Male Vocalist of
the Year," CeCe Winans for
"Contemporary
Female
Vocalist of the Year," the
Pastor Shirley Caesar for
"Traditional Female Vocalist
of the Year," and "Song of the
Year," nod went to Issiah D.
Thomas for the inspiring single "I Will Bless the Lord,"
performed by Byron Cage at
the start of the show.
Bishop Paul Morton featuring
Kurt
Carr
and
Bartholomew concluded the
star-studded show with a footstomping finale of "We Made
It" bringing the crowd to its
feet swinging a sea of white ·
toweis over their heads in jubilant dance.
·

of

n
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Get your church news published in The Black Voice
News Submit church briefs to
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT: Church Brief

'

New Jo Ba tist Church
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
Weekly Services
Sunday School .
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
First Sunday Evening Workshop
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
_
, ,, ife Thr0ltg1'r0t,ci'
fflll
tti(, Broadcasi. 1 .,.~
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

4009 Locust St. • Riverside, California 92501
Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com
Worship Service ..................................................Sunday 11 :OOam
1 : . . . , . . . . . . . -;--!~ .'! ~•. . . . . . . . . . .SUncJay 9·00 am
Cht!tcli Sl::lto'ol". .": . . . . . ~-•~ :';.:1.~ ~
13ib1ti Study: ·. .' .. '. .... ... :!~·.''.'!:'-·.~ ~- ......... : .. .. '. ..·. ... .Wedneectarl0ftrrrtt\lit>m
Children's Church ... . . ... .. ! .. •: .."................ ·.... ..2nd & 4th Sunday al 11:30am

r~t-t~

AMOS TEMPLE
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching
RlvERSIDE LOCATION

Worship Service

8:00 am & 11 :00 am
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays)
Bible Study (wed)
12:00pm & 7:00pm
Children's Church
11 :00am Service
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504
(951) ~52-4196
amostemple@sbcglobal.net

Pastor Jullo A. Andujo &
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo

CROSSWORD

Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor &
his wife, Karen J . Sykes

s

JrCc:J(ii,ll fTami~ JrC<>rtuOP/1

<&luipee ef !!/Jafms

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™

remember the Cross ... focus on the Word™
Lacy Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastorffeacher

Committed to Quality service at Affordable prices.
Serving all ccmmunilles a11d allfaiths In a lime ofneed.

• Ask about our Spedalty Limo's and our Cremation Packages.

14950 Riverside Dr.• March Air Reserve Base • Riverside, CA 92518
951/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org

• Receive a $1000.00 discount on Funeral Package"A"when you
bring in this ad.

Sunday Services: Worship 8:00 a.m. Lessons for Life: 9:30 a.m . Worship 10:45

• We honor all types of Insurance and Pre-Need Burial Plans,
with worldwide shipments and cremation services available to
everyone.
for All Of Your funeral Needs
Call us Todav!

Nursery/Child care services are now available at both services.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:0(! p.m .; Bible Study at 7:30 p .m.
NEW 8:00 A.M. SERVICE! JOIN US ...

CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-

based
church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

909-822-9595
16918 Baseline Ave.• Fontana, CA 92336 • FD#1831

Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

510 West Monterey Ave.: Pomona, CA 91768

Traditional Worship
Sunday School

Dr. Dcylyne B. McCampbcll Sr.
Pastor and Founder

email@imanitemple.net
Service Schedule
Throne Room Worship
w/Amanda Ramsey
Mastertife Institute
Worship Service
lmanl Villa'.ge
Childrens Church
Man4matlon/Women
Seeking Chris1 Study
Bible Study

Sunday Worsblp Servtc..
Contemporary Worship
7:45 am
11 :00 am
9:45 am

Weekday Opportunill..
Women's Bible Study • Mon.

7;00 pm

Men's Bible Srudy. Mon.

700 pm

Mid-week Bible Srudy • Wod.
Prayer Meeting. Wed.

12 noon
7:00 pm

Sunday 8:00 am
Sunday 9:00 • 9:50 am.
Sunday 10:00 am.

Bible S1udy (Wed.)

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

851 South Mt. Vernon Ste. 78
Colton, CA 92324

Chun:h Ph.: (909) 824-5466
Cell Ph.: (951) 538-1238
E-mail: lionheartminiat@aol.com

QuinnAM.E.
Church

Kingdom oC God A ~ & Prophetic Mhmtries International
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Mlnlatry Church)
w..u, ...... ---...:
llOC-lom.E INSmVrE

W, N....,_ • _17GO_.....,CA._

(9Sl) 682-4407
Sunday School:
Morning Servict:

cau...i-..

14111, 200e

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

"School alth< PROPHITS"

- Sa.tionltqiliul:OOt.m.

EA.RN YOUR DEGREE!!!

A,o,d,1, P,.,....,£,..,,tin,,
,tulorl&T,uU,,

u,

www.newbcbc.org

PA&.L

~

(951) 485-6993

I0:OOam
11 :OOam

Bible Study ~ 7:00pm
Com« Gtow I ff:Pnftle WIii,

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwarda

''°' ,~fdllul-M.-enrrop-..
-a.wan,..._

(909) 887-9616 • (951) 675-7201
www tbcchua:hlfaUnedoos IX!
wwwkQlapmiol'J'
Email: callnatioo1•101.com

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, California 92509

·

8:30 a.m.
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
(Available)
10:00 a.m.
7:00p.m.

7:00 pm

Sunday 10 a.m.

Rev. Jelanl Kafela

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA

Sunday School (all ages)
Christlan life Development
Classes
Worship
Chlldren's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

10:30 am
11:45am

Sunday School

Morning Worship

Win of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
(951) 359-0203
Weekly Services

LIONHEART MINISTRIES INT'L.
Ministtring Truth to tht Wountkd S<>lditrs

WUKIY5£RV1C&i
Swwh7 School:
10:.30 1.m.
Su.ntb7 Service
11:30 1.m.
WedaadaJ Pnyer 5:00 p..m.
W<d. Bible S!Udy
7:00 p.m.

Pastor and First Lady
I '

f--rfV~
,.,._. M.r, Slmaq. DO
&Electl.ai:lyRme
Pltt.~.DO

~
~COllllkli111•n.edotJ
ClwbtiM f.ductboa • Fi,e fold
MlftlJlr)'•BllJkProplny•Sdloolol

l'IIIIIPrapbmA-

-....,u"""

S---Tlwolotnls-J-,4
IJ/bl,Coll,~

Rev. & Mrs.
Ronald Woods

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m.
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.
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' Continued from B-5
lation of the rights of
?nother under federal,
state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p
code)
:~tement filed with the
tounty of Riverside on
1/05107.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of
the original statement on
·n my Office.
· This f\ctitious
name state;~198 fiV& years
it was filed
e JP!frce of the
i clerk. A new
us Business Name
•.
'3tement must be filed
before that time. The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the
use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name
i violation of the rights of
another under federal,
state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD,
County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-00249
p.1111, 1/18, 1125, 211

, !Of~

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
AT A MOMENT'S
NOTICE
19107 Diplomat Ave.
Corona, CA 92881
Regina Rooney
.19107 Diplomat Avenue
Coona, CA 92881

•

,This business is conductiecl by Individual.
:Registrant commenced
;to transact business
\ mder the fictitious busi~ ess name(s) listed
:above on September
t1 998.
~ declare that all the inforifnalion In this statement
~s true and correct. (A
;registrant who declares
~ true, information which
~ or she knows to be
~ lse is guilty of a crime.)
isl.Regina Rooney
.The filing of this state:ment does not of itself
!authorize the use in this
:state of a fictitious busi:ness name in violation of
lthe rights of another
;Under federal, state, or
icommon law (sec. 1440
;et. seq. b &p code)
:Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
12/21106.
I hereby certify that this
!!dpfl!'t cotrel;t copy<&

~ t l'i!lihal-statemerrt•on
file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious
business name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed
!In the Office of th, 1
County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the
use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal,
state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARD,
County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-17536
p.1111, 1118, 1125, 211
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
UNITED CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
24226 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Vall!l1. CA 92553
l~ ias ,l~ z (NMN)
12531 Shadowbrook St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Elizabeth Ibanez (NMN)
12531 Shadowbrook St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by Individual •
Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under the fictitious
name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement
is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares
as true, infonmalion which
he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)

I.'

•

•

•

Cf

sf.Isaias Ibanez
he or she knows to be
Hawthorne
LARRY W. WARD, Fictitio~s Business Name County of Riverside on ness under the fictitious
The filing of this state- false is guilty of a crime.)
The filing of this state- This business is qondu~- ,;CO!,Jflty_Cle(!(_
, •1, S~nt must be filed
1/09107.
name(s) listed above.
1
ment does not of itself sf.Regina Gonzalez
ment does not of itself ed by Individual.
FILE NO.R-2007-00417
bef~..a...t time. The fil- I hereby certify that this I declare that all the inforauthorize the use in this
The filing of this state- authorize the use in this Registrant has not yet
p.1118, 1/25, 211, 218 ing af.fil ilatement does copy is a COA'Jld,copy 19 • le!1'~nd" ~if sttlftment
state of a fictitious busi- ment does not of itself state of a fictitious busi- begun to fran!13ctl b~, .J•~ ' 1' ' t~
not llle/f authorize the the original sl'alemeht on
~'1rue anino e&. (A
ness name in violation of authorize the use in this
ness name in violation of
i ~?;~~r~~~=(:~;s ~~i~~!N~m:(~fte7:f~ · ti~ltl u~Cµ~rttWr~:ii~:
the rights of another state of a fictttious busl- the rights of another ~::e~~i:i~
tinder federal, state, or ness name in violation of under federal, state,. or I declare Illa •all the ilifol-'.1~' 'cAltEY1 MR .
) Ill ~ o f the rights of business name state- he or she knows to be
common law (sec. 1440 the rights of another common law (sec. 1410 mation ilJ. thjs1~teroent
1431~ide Or.
,~
•\lllder federal,
ment expires five years false Is guilty of a crime.)
et. seq. b &p code)
under federal, state, or et. seq. b &p code)
is true and correct. (A • Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Nie <fr common law from the date it was filed s/.Akila S. Crane
Statement filed with the
common law (sec. 1440 Statement filed with the
registrant who declares
(See Section 14411, Et in the Office of the The filing of this stateCounty of Riverside on
et. seq. b &p code)
County of Riverside on as true, information which
Carey William Roberts
-S4CI-, , Business and County Clerk. A new ment does not of itself
1104107.
Statement filed with the
1/02/07.
he or sbe knows .to be
14314 Morningside Dr.
~ C o d e ).
Fictitious Business Name authorize the use in this
I hereby C8f!ily that this County Qf Riverside on . I hereby certi(y that this false is guilty' of a crime.)
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 LARRY W. WARD, L.S~eme\]t rp_11st ~ ®fe t U\¥1"1 "Of i9,. ljdilt9~ftP~ icopy is a oqirect co,w of ', 1'03Kl7,
• '
i:opy is a correct copy of sf.Steven E! Fouse
,.r ' ' - ·
CountyClellt
before'lliat lime. The fil- · ness name in'violat!on of
1
the origilaf statement on • • I hereby pertlfy 1/u!t Olis '· the otiginal statement on, The filing of 1!"is- ~tat~ ._ This•busjne~_conduct- FtLENO.R-2006-17708
lng;ot.,ttyss~affi.100,Jcr11t)eu og~ ,ofl.
file in my dfflce.
copy is a oorrect oor,y of file in'my office.
,
ment does nqt of itself JW by \[l<lj ~~I.
p, 1(18; J/15, 211, 218 notitself authorize the under federal, sffite, or
NOTICE: This fictitious
the original statement on
NOTICE: This fictitious
authorize the use In·fhfs' · Registrant has not yet ~ - - - - ~ - - ilsp Jn this,
of ':11,.C911Jr,:p1yd!Jf' (s~.
p
business name state• file in my office.
business name ' atate- state of a fictitious 1 busl•' i begu11._to 1 tnl!f.$8ct busi- Tl\efofl?wlng person(s) is Fic'tilious Business Name et. 599. b &p coda1
ment expires five years
NOTICE: This fictitious
ment expires five years
ness name in violation of ness under the fictitious
(ai-) doing bl!liOtSS as:
In violatiorr 9f • j'!ghls qf~ tf $._tal§,uen\ f.ll!ld/ wjtl)tfje,
from the date tt was filed
business name state- from the date it was filed
the rights of another name(s)listedabove.
another under federar
Count¥_Of Rlverslae oh
in the Office of the
ment expires five years
in the Office I of :the
under federal, state, or I declare that all the infor11638 FrNdain Trail
state1 'ii c<iMhto~i lev{j _,1f11LQU /',On' ?6j.
County Clerk. A new from the date it was filed
County Clerk: , A ne)V common law (~ : 1-4%), , m~n-irJr~~ statement RMlrSlde.~U503
(_See ~ection 14411, ,,Et f~ereby certify Iha thrs
Fictitious Business Name
in the Office of ·the
Fictitious Business Name
et. seq, b &p cs>d~) I ..: • • is, true ~ng (.'lco1~ct. (A
18'Seq,S.JB ine~ U ~oll:JB co~~ a +(rrec).tbpyiQJ•
Statement must be filed
County Clerk. A new Statement must be flied
Statement filed with the -~ •lraAf
·declares John Paul Frederick
Professions Code).
~ original sta ement on
before that time. The fil• Flctttious Business Name before that time. The fil- County of Riverside on
as true, information which
11638 Freedom Trail
7 9 1.AR~Y-j (t,W.- l:YfA~ ,iJafilam y~ Gef9fi
ing of this statement does
Statement must be filed
ing of this statement does
12/28106.
he or she knows to be
Riverside, CA 92503
County Clerk
NOTICE: This fictitious
not itself authorize the
before that time. The filnot itself authorize the
I hereby certify that this
false is guilty of a crime.)
Ftlli NO.Rl 26o1-00~ -:>tl)fiLslif~ t nanii6 ilalift'
use in this state of a Ing of this statement does use in this state of a copy is a porrect copy of sf.carey Roberts
This business is conductp.1118, 1125, 211, 218 ment expires five years
the original statement on
The filing of this state- ed by Individual.
_______
from the date ~ was filed
Fictitious Business Name
not itself authorize the Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of use in this state of a in violation of the rights of file inmyoffice.
ment does not of itself Registrant has not yet Thefollowin~rsons is fl . the Office o.f the
another under federal, Fictitious Business; Name another under federal,
NOTICE: This fictitjous, af111<F.e ~e use in this
begun to transact busi- (are) doing ~ifi&i, : S.ino~iy
_,!}
state or common law in violation of the rights of state or common law business name stateslate of' fictitious busi- ness under the fictitious
GUIDING HANDS RCFE
Fictitious Business Name
(See Section 14411, Et another under federal, (See Section 14411, Et ment expires five years
ness name in violation of name(s) listed above.
29238 Glenco Lane
Statement must be filed
from the date it was filed
the rights of another
I declare that all the infor- Menifee, CA 92584
before that time. The filSeq., Business and
state or common law Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
(See - Section 14411, Et Professions Code).
in the Office of the
under federal, state, or mation in this statement
ing of this statement does
LARRY W. WARD, Seq., Business and
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk. A new
common law (sec. 1440 is true and correct. (A Lucida Ramirez Jocson
not itself authorize the
County Clerk
Professions Code).
County Clerk
Fictitious Business Name
et. seq. b &p code)
registrant who declares 38947 Lone Circle
use in this state of a
FILE NO.R-2007-00166
LARRY W. WARD, FILE NO.R-2007-00034
Statement must be filed
Statement filed with the
as true, information which
Murrieta, CA 92563
Fictitious Business Name
p.1/ 11, 1/ 18, 1/25, 211
County Clerk
p.1/ 18, 1125, 2/t, 218' before that time. The ftl- --county-of Rlvenlde- on
he or ·sh~ knowrto be-~· - ~ -in viofalion·ofthe-nghts ef
FILE NO.R-2007-00116
Ing oflhis statement does
1110/07.
false is guilty of a crime.)
Federico Rayago Jocson
another under federal,
I hereby certify that this
sf.John P. Frederick
38947 Lane Circle
state or common law
The following person(s) is
p.1/ 18, 1125, 21-r, 218 The following person(s) is not itself authorize the
(are) doing business as:
(are) doing business as:
use in this state of a copy is a correct copy of The filing of this state- ~u~eta,,CA 925~3
(See: Seclio~ '14411, Et
RJM RECORDS '
The following person(s) is
ALESSANDRO LIQUER
Fictitious Business Name
the original statement on
ment does not of itself
·
Seq., Busmess and
495 Ruth Cir.
(are) doing business as:
in violation of the rights of file in my office.
authorize the use in this
This business is conduct- · Professions Code).
&WINE
AWL CARPENTRY
Corona Hills, CA 92879
1051 Alessandro Blvd.
another under federal, NOTICE: This fictitious
state of a fictitious busi- ed by Individual - LARRY W. WARD,
Riverside, CA 92508
state or common law
business name stateness name in violation of Husband & Wife.
County Clerk
26111 Ynez Road
Julious Durrand Wright
Temecula, CA 92591
(See Section 14411, Et ment expires five years
the rights of another Registrant has not yet FILE NO.R-2007-00601
3045 S. Archibald Ave.,
Raad Shabo Jebo
Seq., Business and
from the diite tt was filed
under federal, state, or begun to transact busip.1/18, 1125, 211, 218
Ste. #203
Professions Code).
in the Office of the
common law (sec. 1440
ness under the fictitious
Alan William Labotski Jr.
2874 Taurus Circle
Ontario, CA 91761
723 Valley Crest Drive
Riverside, CA 92503
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk. A new et. seq. b &p code)
name(s) listad above.
The following person(s) is
County Clerk
Fictitious Business Name
Statement filed with the
I declare that all the infor- (are) doing business as:
Oceanside, California
Statement must be filed
County of Riverside on
mation in this statement
Lisa Elaine Wright
92054
This business is conduct- FILE NO.R-2006-17756
A.TORTES • COMMUNI495 Ruth Cir.
ed by Individual.
p.1118, 1125, 211, 218
before that time.· The fil- 1105/07.
is true and correct. (A TY SERVICES CONCorona Hills, CA 92879
This business is conduct- Registrant has not yet
Ing of this statement does
I hereby certify that this
registrant who declares
~ULTANT
ed by Individual.
begun to transact busi- The following person(s) is
not itself authorize the
copy is a correct copy of as true, Information which
2573 Mary Street
This business is conduct- Registrant commenced
ness under the fictitious
(are) doing business as:
use in this state of a ttie original statement on
he or she knows to be
Riverside, CA 92506
ed by Individual - to transact business
THANK-U
CARname(s) listed above.
Fictitious Business Name
file in my office.
false is guilty of a crim,.)
Husband & Wife.
under the fictitious busi- I declare that all the infor- TRIDGES
in violation of the rights of NOTICE: This fictitious
s/.Lucida Jocson
·•
Alexandro Ooneciano
Registrant has not yet
mation in this statement 7240 Wood Rd.
ness name(s) listed
another under federal, business name stateThe filjng of this ~tate- Tortes
begun to transact busi- above on April 1, 2005.
is true and correct. (A Riverside, CA 92506
state or common law ment expires five _y11ars
mel)t does nof of itself 2573 Mary St.
Riverside, CA 92506
ness under the fictitious
I declare that all the infor- registrant who declares
(See Section 14411, Et
from the date it was filed
authorize the use in this
name(s) listed above.
Deepak
mation in this statement as true, information which
Umedchand
Seq., Business and
in the Office of the
state of a fictitious busiI declare that all the inforis true and correct. (A he or she knows to be Shah
Professions Code).
County Clerk. A new
ness name in violation of This business is conductmation in this statement
7240 Wood Road
LARRY W. WARD, Fictitious Business Name
the rights of another ed by Individual.
registrant who declares false is guilty of a crime.)
is true and correct. (A as true, information which
sf.Raad Shabo Jebo
Riverside, CA 92506
County Clerk
Statement must be filed
under federal, state, or Registrant has not yet
registrant who declares he or she knows to be
The filing of this stateFILE NO.R-2007-00473
before that time. The filcommon law (sec. 1440
begun to transact busias true, information which false is guilty of a crime.)
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218
ing of this statement does
et. seq. b &p code)
ment does not of ttself This business is conductness under the ffctitious
he or she knows to be sf.Alan William Latski, Jr.
authorize the use in this ed by Individual.
not itself authorize the
Statement filed with the
name(s) listed above.
false is guilty of a crime.)' The filing of this state- state of a fictitious busi- Registrant has not yet The following person(s) is
use in this state of a County of Riverside on
I declare that all the infors/.Usa Wright, Owner
ment does not of itself 'ness name in violation of begun to transact busi- (are) doing business as:
Fictitious Business Name
1/10/07.
mation in this statement
The filing of this state- authorize the use in this
the rights of another ness under the fictitious ADVANCED NETWORK
in violation of the rights of I hereby certify that ihis
is true and correct. (A
ment does not of itself state of a fictitious busi- under federal, state, or
name(s) listed above.
SOLUTIONS
another under federal,
copy Is a correct copy of registrant who declares
authorize the use in this
ness name in violation of common law (sec. 1440
I declare that all the infor- 40162 Galla~n Court
state or common law the original statement on
as true, Information which
state of a fictitious busi- the rights of another et. seq. b &p code)
mation in this statement Temecula, CA 92591
(See Section 14411, Et
file in my office.
he or she knows to be
ness name in violation of under federal, state, or Statement filed with the
is true and correct. (A
Seq., Business and
NOTICE: This fictitious
false is guilty of a crime.)
the rights of another common law (sec. 1440 County of Riverside on
registrant who declares
Jesse W. SirnlJls
Professions Code).
b11siness name ~tatesf.Alexandro Doneciando
under federal, state, or et. seq. b &p code)
12/28/0q.
as true, informa~on which
40162 Gallatin Ct. ''
LARRY W. . WARD,
men\ expires. five years
Tortes
common law (sec. 1440 l;tatement filed with the
I hereby~certify 'that this
~n(y Clerk ,_.·uu~.;ij
lrorr/'tfie date it
fi1ikl thi •
he or she 'knows" 'foU
Temecula, CA 92591
of this ' state!
.
¥•
Vvt.(1◄
et. seq. b &p code)
•
County of Riverside on copy lk a corr~ct 'copy' Of false is gyllfy of a c~me.)
l'ILE NO.R-2007-00238
lfi''1Jl~- 'OfTjce ot "tlia M'e'nt~!l'&suhot of itself
Statement filed with the
12/28/06.
the original statement on
s/.Deepak Shah
Th~ busiriess is conductp.1/18, 1115, 211: 218
CoJflty Clerk. ' A new
auth<irize the use in this
County of Riverside on
I hereby certify that this
file in my office.
The filing of this state- ed by Individual.
Fictitious Business Name
state of a fictitious busl1/03i07.
copy is a correct copy of NOTICE: This fictitious
ment does not of itself Registrant hiis not yet
The following person(s) is
siatement rnust be filed
ress n~me in vlolal!On of
I hereby certify that this
the original statement on
business na.rne state- authorize the use in this
begun to transact busi(are) doing bu~iness as: '
before that time. The filthe rights of another
copy is a correct copy of file in my office.
ment expires five years state of a fictitious busi- ness under the fictitious
STUDIO MATH
ing of this statement does
under' federal, state, or
the original statement on
NOTICE: This fictitious
from the date ii was filed
ness name in violation of name(s) listed above.
25532 Fir Ave,
not itself authorize the
common law (sec. 1440
file in my office.
business name state- in the Office of the the rights of. another
I declare that all the inforMoreno Valley, CA 92553
use in this state 'of a et. seq. ti &p code)°
NOTICE: This fictitious ment expires five years
County Clerk. A new
under federal, state, or mation in this statement
Fictitious Business Name
Statement filed with the
business name statefrom the date it was filed
Fictitious Business Name common law (sec. 1440
is true and correct. (A Gerald Lee Coleman, Jr.
in violation of the rights of County of Riverside on
ment expires five years
in the Office of the Statement must be filed
et. seq. b &p code)
registrant who declares
25532 Fir Avenue
another under federal,
1112/07.
from the dale ii was filed
County Clerk. A new before that time. The fil- Statement filed with the as true, information which Moreno Valley, CA 92553
state or common law
I hereby certify that this
in the Office of the
Fictitious Business Name
ing of this statement does
County of Riverside on
he or' she knows to be
(See Section 14411, Et
copy is a correct copy of
County Clerk. A new Statement must be filed
not itself authorize the
1109107.
false is guilty of a crime.)
This business is conduct- Seq., Business and the original statement on
Fictitious Business Name
before that time. The fil- use in this state of a I hereby certify that this
sf.Jesse W. Simms
ed by Individual.
Professions Code).
file in my office.
Statement must be filed
ing of this statement does
Fictitious Business Name
copy is a correct copy of
The filing of this stateRegistrant has not yet
LARRY W. WARD, NOTICE: This fictitious
before that time. The fil- not itself authorize the in violation of the rights of
the original statement on
ment does not of itself
begun to transact busi- County Clerk
business name stateing of this statement does use in this state of a another under federal, file in my office.
authorize the ~se in ~is
F/LE NO.R-2007-00494
ness under thj! fiC\i~e>us
m~nt e)(pire~ five years
not itself authorize the
Fictitious Business Name state or common law NOTICE: This fictitious
state of a fictillol,IS bLsiname(s) !isled abov~.
. , ·· p.'1i 18, 112s, 21{vs
from the date It was filed
I
use in this state of a in violation of the rights of (See Section 14411, Et
business name state- ness name in viola~on of I declare tha\ all \he.inforin ' the Office of the
Fictitious Business Name another under federal, Seq., Business and
ment expires five yea,rs
the rights of · another
mation in this stalemenl
The foilqwing person(s) is County Clerk. A new
in violation of the rights of state or common law Professions Code).
from the date tt was filed
under federal, state, or
is true and correct. (A
(are) doi'ng business as:
Fictttious Business Name
another under _federal, (See Section 14411, Et LARRY W. WARD,
in the Office of the
co'mmon law (sec. 1440
registrant who declares
WITHIN REASON P~R·
Statement must be filed
state or common law Seq., Business and
County Clerk
County Clerk. A new et.·seq. b &p code)
as true, information which
SONAL SERVICES
before that rime. The fil(See Section 14411, Et Professions Code).
FILE NO.R-2006-17796
Fictitious Business Name
Statement filed with the
he or she knows to be
4555 Pine $tree!, Unit
ing of this statement does
Seq., Business and LARRY W. WARD,
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218
Statement must be filed
County of Riverside on
false is guilty of a crime.)
15A
not ttself authorize the
Professions Code).
County Clerk
before that time. The fil12/28/06.
sf.Gerald Coleman, Jr.
· Riverside, CA 92501
use in' this state of· a
LARRY W. WARD, FILE NO.R-2006-17775
The following person(s) is
ing of this statement does
I hereby certify"that this The filing of this stateFictitious Bus.in~ s Name
County Clerk
p,1/1 8, 1125, 211, 218
(are) doing business as:
not itself authorize the copy is a correct copy of ment does. not of itself AA(la Sharlle Crane
in violation of the rights of
FILE NO.R-2007-00087
FOUSE MOBILE TAX
use in this state of a the origin~!,statement' on
authorize the use in this
4555 Pine Street, Unit
another under federal,
p.1/ 11, 1/ 18, 1125, 211 The following person(s) is SERVICE
Fictitious Business Name file in my office. ·
state of a fictitious busi15A
state or common law
(are) doing business as:
146 Carlota Way
in violation of the rights of NOTICE: This fictitious
ness name In violation of
Riverside, CA 92501
(See Section 14411, Et
. The following person(s) is JUST N CASE
Riverside, CA 92507
another under federal, business name state- the rights of another
Seq., Business and
(are) doing business as:
10621 Mendoza Rd.
state or common law
ment expires five years
under federal, state, or This business is conduct- Professions Code).
PET WASH CENTER
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Steven Edward Fouse
(See Section 14411 , Et from the date it was filed
common law (sec. 1440
ed by Individual.
,L,ARRY W. WARD,
5341 Arlington Ave.
146 Carlota Way
Seq., Business and
Jd(,
in the Offlce
the
et. seq. b &p code) ;c,-,
Registrant t)as not yet County
Riverside, CA 92504
Delmarshae Hawthorne
Riverside, CA 92507
'Professions Code).
Col.lnty Clerk, A new
Statement filed witti the
1>e,9un ' to,_transact busi- 'FILE NO.R-2007-00643
'
.•. ,!1
/
(NMN)
Regina
Christine 10621 Mendoza Rd.
Gonzalez
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
10921 Fenton Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 This business is conducted by Individual.
This business is conductRegistrant has not yet
ed by Individual.
begun to transact busiRegistrant commenced ness under the fictitious
' ~ .1(
.
,- ).
to transact business
name(s) listed above.
Pressing for the Prize in Jesus, Christ.
,,
under the fictitious busiI declare that all the inforness name(s) listed mation in this statement
Gre t ng I
above on 112/07.
is true and correct. (A
I invite you to start
year expecting
I declare that all the inforregistrant who declares
mation in this statement
as true, information which
mor .,!
is true and correct. (A he or she knows to be
registrant who declares
false is guilty of a crime.)
I
•
• ,<
We all want more
life,
leaders,
as true, information which s/. D e lm a r s h ae

'~~~~

an~~r

!W•

w~s~

·w!W

d1'1:

a

was

of

Clertt "•'

ASf!lnl

Th:~~~~~o~

business name(s) hi$
been abandoned by the
following person(s): ~
K&HINC.
•'
2261 Galleria @ Tyler •. •
Riverside, CA 92503
'

I ,-6/\61

K& R,~nc.
CALIF°i~IA

This J:l'i~Ss is conduct- ,
ed by: Corporatiqn
•
The flctitlous business ·
name(s) referred Ip , '
aboves was filed irr
RiversideCountyonMar.,
07, 2ooroene
I declare that aH the info,. ,
mation in(!l\lsi~ tement;
is true and correct. (A,
registniMJQho declares·
as true, information which
he or she knows to be
falseisguiltyofacrime.)~
s/...Hong Cam Nguyen,:
President
·;·
This statement was filed,
with the County Cieri( o(
Riverside County 01(
01/02/07.
,;.
LARRY W. WARD:
County Clerk
·File No. R-2002--022,47, •
p. 1118, 1/l5, 211, 218
_______ •
The following person(s) I(
(are) doing business as:..;
ALLIANCE CHEM-DRY !
39550 Via Montero
Murrieta, CA 92563
Jason Charles Allen
39550 Via t.1onlero
Murrieta, CA 92563
Kathleen Elziabeth Allen ;
39550 Via Montero ·
Murrieta, CA 92563
Michael David Howard
39550 Via Montero
P.l'.Jrrieta, CA 92~3

liliiii '6t'i ~W'iust:
9

~I'~ lrtn'le~ll•~l!tiori' of
the rights of anotlr&
under federal, state,•·or
common law (sec. ·1440
et seq. b &p oode)
.,
Statement flied with t~.
County of Riverside
12/21/06.
' ~I hereby certify that i!i1s
copy is a correct copy cif •
the original statement
file in my office. ' ' "'
NOTICE: This fictitious
business ·name state.
ment expires five years
from the date it was fiietl
in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Haine
Statement must be filed
before that time: ~lhe fi~
ing of this statement does,
not itself authorize 'the.
use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal,
state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et
Seq., Business artll
Professions Code).
LARRY W. WARCJ,
County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006--17508 ',
p.1/1 8, 1125, 211, 218

on·
on

1t' t •.;~c;! ,I

' .r.

,,

Church f r:r ~ l~W Y~ar!,. .
Beg·n ' •in Jan Jary 7th, 200:t··
Sundays, 10:00am

"Raising the ~ar" - Teaching Series
~,.n. 7th .. Raising your Life's Aspirations
Jan. 14th - Raising your Expectations of God
Jan. 21st .. Raising your Knowledge of Jesus
Jan. 28th - Raising your ·self Image
Feb. 4th - Raising your Daily Walk
Feb. 11th - Raising your Conversation
Feb. 18th - Raising your Thought Life
Feb. 25th - Raising your Contentment Level

the

ou·r

,careers, children, and other aspects
of value in life.

~

~

l.\•

If you are searching for more and want
to find new levels of completeness and
· wholeness in an atmosphere with people of like passion, faith and desire, we
are the place for you.
Legally Admlssl>le • AABB AccredHed Lab
Results Within 3-5 Days • Mobile Services

Phone: 800-215-9948

GET 'NOTICED!
, Advertise in The Black Voice News
951.682 .6070

' .: I

At A"p1r ,, we are aspiring for more in
God and in LHe. We are.LiLI~ based; seeking God's truth for ~lanced living. We are
a Church: a community of believers
growing & embracing life and others.

\

•

, Wor hip Site .. Mount~•tl 'i/Jei' Eleme ,r,:. ry
1
\II'
l .~
"' 1 ·
'
(Off 60 fwy at Archibald Ave. South to Wal~ut
St., Tum left to site on left.)
1

1:1/lB,

Come and let's reach for more from Life and
God together!

..,.. -----,For directions/Info~ (909) 786-8737
1

'

This business is' conifu~
ed by a . Generat
Partnership.
~
Registrant has not ye~
begun to transact busi-,
ness under the fictitiouC
name(s) listed above: '
I declare that all the infor~
mation in this statement'
is true and correct. (~
reg_istrant _who ..decl~
as true, information whicl'I
he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.~
s/.Kathleen E. Allen
.;
The filing of this state-,
ment does not of Itself
authoriz~ the use 11Pt M

~

i le Churc
---

from

fil nt

t

STATEMENT OF ~:
ABANDONMENT OF ,,
USE OF FICTITIOUS ;

4,

,,

